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1 - INTRODUCTION
It is widely understood that the use of mathematical modeling, analysis, and
simulation (MMA&S), when used wisely, is of great value as a means to gain early
insights into the nature of a proposed engineering system and to enhance the
probability of anticipating problem areas early in the program. It is also now
widely understood that MMA&S, when properly integrated into a system
development program, can result in a system development cost which is orders of
magnitude less expensive than the cost of development via the once traditional
strategy of rushing through the preliminary design in an ad lib fashion to the early
fabrication of the physical system, testing, changing design, rebuilding, retesting,
etc. A combination of MMA&S, design, fabrication, and testing will minimize total
system development cost. Systems control is an area of one of the earliest
applications of MMA_:S, possibly because of the subtle and often counter-intuitive
nature of the dynamic stability problem. Results have been extraordinarily
successful in many cases.
The Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) concept presents a
prospective application of this system development strategy. It is interdisciplinary
in its scientific and technological span and, of necessity, contains dynamic processes
of wide diversity of physical origin. Such a system would contain at least a crop
growth subsystem, a personnel subsystem, a waste treatment subsystem (Figure 1),
and a management, automation, and control subsystem. Systems characterized by
this level of complexity and diversity almost always have the potential for counter-
intuitive behavior which, at best, results in unacceptable performance of the
controlled system, and, at worst, results in self-destructive behavior when
improperly chosen feedback control is imposed on the system.
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Figure I. Schematic showing the primary functional subsystems of a CELSS. Data
acquisition, data processing, and control sul_ystems are not shown.
The Crop Growth Research Chamber (CGRC) project, an element of the
CELSS program, can itself be profitably subjected to the MMA&S treatment.
(As pointed out earlier, CELSS must contain a crop growth subsystem, but its
required envelope of operating conditions is much smaller than that of a
CGRC.) The CGRC is intended to be a precision research apparatus to support
research in crop growth science and tectmology and must provide a precisely
controlled environment for this purpose. The performance requirements include
providing satisfactory (prescribed) time histories of fluid flows, concentrations
of gasesand liquids, temperatures,and pressuresat designatedpoints within the
CGRC system, a scenariowhich is referred to as the multi-input, multi-output
tracking problem in the field of systemscontrol. Even a subsystemof a CGRC,
such as the shoot side environmental control system, is sufficiently complex to
presenta challengingbut clearly tractable and almost ideal subject for MMA&S
attention.
The development of a system to control the environmental conditions
within the shoot side chamber of the CGRC involves (1) the selection of
componentdevices(i.e. actuators) which will affect the environmental variables
that are to be controlled, (2) the selection of component devices which will
provide suitable measurements of the environmental variables (i.e.
measurement instruments), and (3) the development of control algorithms
which utilize the outputs of the measurement instruments to provide the
necessarycombinations and time sequencingof inputs to the actuators so that
the required performancecharacteristics of the environmental variables within
the CGRC aremet.
The process of control system synthesis almost always involves a
familiarization process,and the familiarization processalmost always involves a
processof starting with great but meaningful simplifications and moving in
somerational sequenceof stagesto a stage in which sufficient complexity and
detail is addressed.The consciouspursuit of this strategy and what it implies is
apparently not generally intuitive.
The purposeof this report is to present the resultsof the authors' initial
examination of the control problem related to the provision of the required
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environment of the plant shoots of a hypothetical CGRC configuration. This
configuration was thought to be consistent with the requirements of a CGRC
but not expected to be the final configuration. Figure 2 is a minimally
annotated schematic representation of the object of study, and is provided to
help the reader gain insights into the relative positions of the major components
and their sequence in the air flowstream.
I.I ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
In the sequel, we describe the crop shoot side environmental delivery
system (CSSEDS), define the specific purpose of the model, characterize the
model in terms of the processes of which it is composed and how they interact,
present the natural equations in both linear and nonlinear forms, extract tl;e
state variable representation of the model, present a canonical form of the state
variable form, and present the results of a cursory study of the problem of
choosing feedback control gains so that one of the unstable modes of the system
is replaced by a stable mode.
2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE SHOOT ENVIRONMENT DELIVERY
SYSTEM
Figure 3 is also a representation of the CSSEDS but is configured to be
very useful to the modeling process and displays much more detail than does
Figure 2. In Figure 3, large circled numbers indicate points (nodes) at which it
is anticipated that the potential variables are important to the control and
performance problem, and small numbers beside arrows with
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Figure 2.
.?.
Diagram of the crop shoot side environment delivery system. Relative position
of primary functional subsystems and fluid flow paths are emphasized.
one-sided heads indicate flow paths for which it is anticipated that the flow
variables will have similar importance. The function of the components of the
CSSEDS will be explained by tracing the airflow clockwise around the circuit
beginning with its entrance into the upper chamber. The plants receive radiant
energy from a light source above (and external to) the chamber after it emerges
from an electromagnetic radiation filter which removes most of the long-wave (IR)
radiation from the spectrum. Water and nutrients are supplied to the roots by
means of a nutrient delivery system that is materially isolated from the shoot side
environment. The flow path for the air entering the chamber is assumed to be
designed to assure that uniform conditions exist in the shoot side chamber.
Air enters near the top of the upper chamber and is thoroughly mixed with
the air in the upper portion of the chamber. As the air moves from the upper
chamber inlet to its exit, gaseous exchange of carbon dioxide, water vapor and
oxygen occurs between the crop canopy and the atmosphere. The resulting mixture
exits the upper chamber via a flow path provided between the chamber walls and
the plant support surface into the lower chamber and then into the ducting via an
entrance located in the bottom. The flow is then directed through a pre-filter and a
HEPA filter to remove particulates from the _ir as it leaves the chamber. Upon
exiting the filter, the air sustains a pressure loss imposed by a valve. By means of
a valve and fan, a portion of the air flow is diverted into a gas separator which
removes excess oxygen and/or carbon dioxide as required. The required air
movement around the flow path is accomplished by employing an air mover (e.g., a
centrifugal pump or a blower), and at the discharge of the air mover, makeup gases
are injected into the flow stream to maintain the required atmospheric
Figure 3.
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Schematic of the crop shoot sideenvironmentdeliverysystem.Includesdetail
necessaryformodel synthesis.
composition. The water which is transpired by the plants is removed from the
system airflow stream in the form of condensate by diverting a portion of the flow
through a condensing heat exchanger. Two valves, one in the flow path through the
condensing heat exchanger and one in the condensing heat exchanger bypass
regulate the mass flow ratio of the paths. The flow is recombined and enters the
cooling/heating subsystem. A portion of the flow can be diverted through either a
heater or a cooling heat exchanger. Valves control the flow distribution among the
three possible flow paths. Again, the flows are combined and the mixture is ducted
to the chamber inlet, completing the traverse of the circuit.
3 - PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS
It was established by a science advisory group that a CGRC which could be
useful for their research would of necessity have certain performance capabilities
and would have certain physical characteristics. The group limited itself to
describing these capabilities and characteristics and left the details of how they
might be obtained to the designers.
(1). Crop growth platform area - 2.0 m 2
(2). Minimum upper crop shoot volume - 2.0 m 3.
(3). With the lights on and no plants in the CGRC, the temperature rise of the air
exiting the upper charnber must not be greater than 2 C.
(4). The CGRC must be able to provide a quantum light intensity of as much as
2000 _moles/(m_-sec).
(5). The airflow speed must not exceed 2 m/s in the shoot upper chamber
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(7). It is not permissible for the pressurewithin the shootand root environments to
be lessthan 0.5 mm Hg higher than the CGRC surroundings.
(8). The chamber walls must be kept at least 2 C higher than the air within the
chamber.
(9). Water must not precipitate from the air anywhere other than in the water
removal subsystem.
4 - PURPOSE OF THE MODEL
We consider the scenario in which the growth chamber contains a crop of
plants forming a closed canopy and the system goal is to maintain temperature,
relative humidity, pressure, carbon dioxide concentration, oxygen concentration,
and mean air velocity in the chamber within set tolerances about constant
operating points. The formal purpose of the model is to support the exploration of
the generic stability properties of the system in the neighborhood of an operating
condition of specific interest to members of a science advisory group, but it also
played an important role in the process of familiarization. Of course, the scientists
who expect to do research with this type of chamber are concerned about a great
deal more than simple stability, but stability is a logical starting point for
performance studies. The details of the operating condition for which the study was
done are presented in Sections 3, 7.4, and 7.5.
5 - THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE CROP SHOOT ENVIRONMENT
DELIVERY SYSTEM
The philosophy and procedure with which the mathematical model of the
CGRC system was developed is documented in [1] (seeAppendix A1). Here, we
present a summary of the procedureat the level of detail necessaryfor purposesof
continuity of thought.
The initial stageof the modeling process,the conceptualizationof (1) which
processeswithin the system axe to be addressed,(2) how they interact with one
another, (3) how the system interacts with the surroundings, and (4) how each
process is to be characterized mathematically/numerically is a purely abstract
process. To make each of these decisions tangibly available for the modeler's
utility, as well as the equally important responsibility of communicating the details
of the model to others, preparing an adequately annotated list suffices effectively
for the first purpose, constructing a "modeling system" diagram is very useful for
the second and third purposes, and listing the "natural equations" of the system is
very effective for the fourth.
The behavior of any system is the resultant of the nature of the processes
contained by the system, their interaction, the conditions at the time the system is
set free, and the interaction of the the system with its surroundings. The use of
mathematical modeling to predict the behavior of the system in the context of
some question or questions requires (1) the recognition that these processes are in
action, that they interact with one another and the details of those interactions,
and that they interact with the surroundings and the details of those interactions,
and (2) committing this recognition to a prescription of mathematical operations
and parameter values. The intellectual process of accomplishing these actions is
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called mathematical modeling.
In the course of generating a system representation, one synthesizes an
idealized conceptual system (the "modeling system") of idealized processes
("modeling processes") which mimic the actual system's physical processes to an
adequate degree. In this procedure, it is implicit that by contemplation of the
actual system, one must correctly infer how the idealized processes must be
arranged to interact so that the modeling system will emulate the actual system's
behavior in the context of the problem being addressed to a degree of adequate
accuracy. In Appendix A.1 the reader can find a set of facts and thoughts about the
CSSEDS which shape the contemplation. Logically, one first identifies the processes
and then establishes how they interact.
5.1- SUMMARY OF THE PHASES
PROCEDURE
In the sequel, the description of the stages of the model generation
procedure will be found;
(1) List the physical processes which are to be represented by model processes
(2) Declare the interpretation of how the processes interact, sign conventions,
point identities and path identities. This is done via process interaction
diagrams Figures 4 and 5.
(3) Write the primitive equations; the mathematical model of each process in
terms of the point variables and path variables associated with that process
in Figures 4 and 5, and the compatibility equations (those which express
constraints among the point and path variables). In this phase, the linearized
form of the equation is also developed.
OF THE MODEL GENERATION
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(4) Solve the primitive equations for the nominal values of the variables at the
experimental operating condition.
(5) Write the linear primary equations. Take advantage of opportunities to
eliminate variables ad lib using some of the equations. The object of this
action is to reduce the number of equations which must be manipulated.
(6) Substitute nominal values into linearized equations to obtain equation forms
which have numerical coefficients. This form is characterized by the linear
equations:
and
Alil = A2rI + A3dr+ A4u + A5d
= B2.+ + B4d
(5.1.1)
(5.1.2)
The state variable format can then be determined, using, e.g., "MATLAB
=AII(A 2+A3B IlB2)z+A I-I(A 4+A3B £1B3)u +A I-I(A 5+A3B 71B4)d (5.1.3)
and
dr = B 1 I(B2z- b B3u -t- B4d ) (5.1.4)
(generalized inverse is implied) which is of the simple form
and
_= .kz+_u +¢d (5.1.5)
dr = @z+$u +_d (5.1.6)
(7) Analyze the state variable representation for the purpose of familiarization
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with its dynamical properties and its controllability properties. There is a
great variety of choices of what might be done and it varies with the
application and the investigator. In the sequel, we present the results of:
1. the Jordan canonical transformation
2. the Real Jordan transformation
3. eigenvalue assessment
4. controllability assessment, and
5. an elementary feedback control study.
5.2 - THE MODELING PROCESSES.
It was anticipated that the following physical processes would have to be
included in the modeling system in order for the representation to be useful:
(1). Fluid inertance in upper duct.
(2). Radiant energy flow from the light source into the upper shoot chamber
(source of PAR).
(3). Molar storage of N 2 in upper chamber.
(4). Molar storage of O2 in the upper chamber.
(5). Molar storage of CO 2 in upper chamber.
(6). Molar storage of H20 vapor in the upper chamber.
(7). O2 flux from crop into the upper chamber air.
(7). COs flux from the upper chamber air into the crop.
(8). H20 flux from the crop into the upper chamber air.
(9). Upper chamber gas state.
(10). Thermal energy of gas in upper chamber.
(11). Volume change of the upper chamber due to glove port activity.
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(12). Heat exchangebetweenwalls of upper chamber and upper chamber air.
(13). Heat exchange between crop canopy and upper chamber air.
(14). Flow energy loss; airflow past plant platform.
(15). Molar storage of N 2 in lower chamber.
Figure 4. The fluid flow modeling system. Only paths and points utilized in the model we
present here are indicated. The fluid and thermal modeling systems are not
isolated from each other. They exchange power.
(16). Molar storage of 02 in the lower chamber.
(17). Molar storage of CO2 in lower chamber.
(18). Molar storage of H20 in the lower chamber.
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(19). Heat exchange between walls of lower chamber and lower chamber air.
(_n3s h43 - h4_
"_ njbe h4J" h40
i
@
Figure 5. The thermal exchange modeling system. The thermal and fluid flow modeling
systems are not isolated from each other. They exchange power.
(20). Flow energy loss; exit from lower chamber.
(21). Flow energy loss; filter and lower valve.
(22). Extraction of excess oxygen; lower duct section.
(23). Fluid inertance; lower duct section.
(24). Flow energy loss; lower duct section.
(25). Energy conversion by the pump.
(26). Motor and pump rotor rotational inertia.
(27). Control moment on the motor armature.
(28). Motor and blower friction.
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(29).
(30).
(31).
(32).
(33).
(34).
Injection of CO2 into the gas addition mixing section.
Molar storage of N 2 in the gas addition mixing section.
Molar storage of O_ in the gas addition mixing section.
Molar storage of CO s in the gas addition mixing section.
Molar storage of H20 in the gas addition mixing section.
Thermal energy storage in the gas addition mixing section.
(35). Flow energy loss; condensing heat exchanger bypass control valve.
(36). Flow energy loss; condensing heat exchanger air side flow control valve.
(37). Liquid water precipitation; condensing heat exchanger
(38). Thermal energy exchange; condensing heat exchanger.
(39). Flow energy loss; duct from condensing to heating/cooling system.
(40). Flow energy loss; air heater flow control valve.
(41). Flow energy loss; air cooler flow control valve.
(42). Flow energy loss; air heater/air cooler bypass flow control valve.
(43). Thermal energy exchange; air cooler heat exchanger.
(44). Flow energy loss; heater flow control valve.
(45). Volume change of the shoot upper chamber due to glove port activity.
The entire CSSEDS is assumed to be adiabatic with respect to its
surroundings. All ducts are assumed to be of the same cross-sectional area for flow.
5.3 - THE MODELING SYSTEM
In the coherent process of generating a system representation, one
synthesizes an idealized conceptual system, the modeling system, of idealized
processes. In the contemplation of the actual system, one must correctly infer
which processes are at work and how the idealized processes must be arranged to
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interact sothat the modeling system will emulate the behaviorof the actual system
in the context of the problem being addressedto a degreeof adequate accuracy.
Logically, one first perceives the processesthat are in action and then how they
interact. Figures 4 and 5 together display the results of this activity. In Figure 4,
the fluid flow processesand their interactions are declared and in Figure 5 the
thermal processesand their interactions are displayed. It is important to note that
they are not separate, they interact significantly. It is only for conveniencein the
presentation that they are placed in different figures.
5.4 - THE PRIMITIVE EQUATIONS.
The modeling system provides a basis for ordering the equations and
labeling the variables of the model. First, for the matter exchange and storage
portion of the modeling system, and then for the thermal exchangeand storage
portion of the system,we will list the primitive equationsin the sequentialorder of
the point numbers and/or path number(s) to which they refer. Reference to Figures
4 and 5 should be made as needed. The choice of representation of the flow
processes via "compressible" or "incompressible" flow models is made based on the
process being described. In the present case, the pressure variations across the
modeled processes are rather small, and thus incompressible representations are
appropriate.
The procedure is the same for each of the processes. First, the process is
identified and then the modeling process equation which is needed is stated, first in
its typically standard form. In many cases, these expressions are nonlinear. Next,
supplementary equations are presented in order to demonstrate how relations
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among the variables may be brought in to convert the expressionsto relate only
the selected set of variables. After this is done, the individual expressionsare
linearized about the prescribed operating condition. Then we move on to the next
process or conservation constraint. In some cases, a process which might very well
be included is stated, but because of the early phase nature of this study,
insufficient physical configuration definition has been done, and it is judged that a
meaningful study can be conducted though it is not included. "Meaningful" is a
quality that is in the mind of the investigator; here we mean that we judge that a
majority of the knowledgeable persons in the field would agree that it was a
reasonable and understandable thing to do and that a worthwhile study could be
conducted without accounting for the process.
5.4.1 - SOME BASIC EQUATIONS.
Some frequently used models of commonly encountered physical processes
are listed for easy reference.
Ideal gas law: PjVj = Nj R Tj
First law of thermodynamics for steady state, steady flow: ho,,, - hi, = 0 +
Molar density: Pj = V_
Molar flow rate: ni = vi Pi Ai
Total pressure loss model: ideal agg._ _ adiabatic, no-work flow: flow from
point 3 to point 1
(P3 + 1Pro 3 V32)- (PI+ lPm I V12)= AP:_-_I
4
ni= _ ni, k; k= 1 _ nitrogen, k = 2 _ oxygen, k = 3 _ carbon dioxide, and k = 4=:.
k=l
water vapor
.Molar content of the i _ volume:
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Nj = k_=lNj,k
Molar concentration: of the kth
Nj,k
%,k-
constituent in the/h volume:
5.4.2 - THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL
PROCESSES IN THE MODELING SYSTEM AND OF THE CONSERVATION
CONSTRAINTS
Fluid inertance of the air column in the upper duct system (path 1):
I000 gc AI
fil= ( - P3)MWIL23 P35
A I = A23
with linearization:
1000 gc A1
6hl ( 6P35 - _PI)
- MWIL23
Rate of accumtdation of the air constituents in th.__e shoot _ chamber" _ _."
Using the relations
Nl,k
r13, k =- _ n3_ k -- 1,2,3,4
N36, k
nl, k -- _ n14 _ k "- 1,2,3 ; nl, k --
hi4 -- n I -ac 1:118
one obtains:
Nitrogen.
1N1,1 -- nl, 1 -- n3,1
N36,1 NI,1
l_I1,1 - (n 1 + nls) "-]W_36 - n3
with linearization:
N36,k
N36
n14 -- rll8 _ k -- 4
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4N36,1 _N36,1 _ (n I + n18) N36'I k___16N36,k
_1_1,1 = (6nl + 6nls) _ + (nl + n18) N36 N362
I_1, 2 = nl, 2 - n2,2[hv] - n2,2[resp] - n3, 2
IN1,2 = (nI Jrni8) N36'2 n2,2[hv] --n2,2[resp]--n3
N36
with linearization:
N36, 2 6N36, 2
_N1,2 = (6nl + _nls) _ + (n_ + nls ) N36
N1,2
- _n 3 N I
Carbon dioxide.
N 4
_NI,2 "I,2 x-_ ..
_ n 3 _ + n3 NI2 k___i°I_l, k -
IN1, 3 = nl, 3 - n2,3[hv] - n2,3[resp] - n3, 3
NI,2
N 1
(n 1 + n18)
_n2,2
4
N36-----z'_k__16N36,k
N362
NI,3
iNl,3 = (n, + n18) N36'3N36 n2,3[hv] - n2,3[tesp]- n3 NI
with linearization:
• N36,3 bN36,3
_NI, 3 = (6n I + 6n18) _ + (n I + n18) N36 (n 1 + n18)
NI,3
- _n 3 N I
Water.
6NI, 3 NI, 3 4
-- 113 _11 + n3 _k-_-I6NI'kN12= -- (5n2'3
l_l, 4 : nl, 4 -- n2, 4- n3,4
N36'3 k_=16N36,k
N362
1(/1, 4 -- (n 1 + n18) N36'4
N36
with linearization:
NI,4
-- n18 -- n2'4 -- n3 "_I
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. N36,4 5N36,4
N 4N1,4 /_N 1,4 "1,4 x" .¢_
-- (_"3 _ rJ3 _1 + n3 NI2 k-_#-l_"'l'k -- _I_2)4
Tota__.._lmolar .content of th_.=e.e_ chamber air.
4
N 1 --- _'_ N1, i
s----.1
with lineaxization:
4
6N 1 - _-_SN1, i
a_--1
_ accumulation in the shoot side _ chamber.
4
N36'4 k=_16N36,k - 6nls
N362
= k=l k=2
where
(UA)2 = hcAp/
n3 )0.5hc2 = 11.30 ( 0.1P2(Ap/+A3 )
(UA)4 = hc4A 4
2 NUz=LI kI
hc4 -- L1
NUz=LI = 0.332 ReLII/2 PrlID
P2 MWI V1 LI
ReL 1 = 1000 Pl
2O
Inserting equivalent thermodynamic properties;
+ N1, _ Cv + N1, 3 Cv + N1, 4) 'i" 1 =( NI'I cvl,1 1,2 1,3 4 cvl,
+ nl, 2 c + Cp + nl, 4 (T35 273.15)( n1'1 Cp35,1 P35,2 hi'3 35,3 Cp35,4) -
4- n3, 2 c q- n3, 3 c + n3, - 273.15)
- ( n3'l cpl,1 Pl,2 Pl,3 4 cpl,4) (T1
- n2,2[hv ] Cp2,2 (T 2 - 273.15) - n2,2[resp] cpl,2 (T 1 - 273.15)
- n2,a[hv] cpl,3 (T 1 - 273.15) - n2,a[resp] Cp2,3 (T 2 - 273.15)
-n2, 4cp2,4(T 2-273.15) +hc22LAIAp/(T 2-T1) +hc4A 4(T 4-T1)- P1 _'1
Using
4
----" _ nl, k Cpnl Cp35 k=l 35, k
4
n 3 ----"k=_ln3,k ccpl = Pl,k
and linearizing gives:
( N1,1 cvl, 1 + N1, 2 cvl, 2 + N1, 3 cvl, 3 + N1, 4 cvl, 4) 6T 1 =
nl Cp356T35 + 6n 1 Cp35(T35 - 273.15) - n 3 cplST 1 + 6n 3 cpl(T 1 - 273.15)
- n2,2[hv] Cp2,2 6T 2 - 6n2,2[hv] Cp2,2 (T 2 - 273.15)
- n2,2[resp] cpl,_ _T 1 - 6n2,2[resp] cpl,2 (T 1 - 273.15)
- 6T 1 - /Sn2,3[hv ] c (T 1 - 273.15)n2'3[hv] cpl,3 Pl,3
- /_T 2 - 6n2,3[resp] c (T 2 - 273.15)n2' 3[resp] Cp2, 3 P2, 3
- n2,4 Cp2,4 _T 2 - 6n2, 4 Cp2,4 (T 2 - 273.15)
+ he2 2 LAI Ap! ( 6T 2 - 6T1) + hc4A 4 ( $T 4 - 6T1)- P1 6_'1
Equation of state of the air in the shoot _ chamber.
P1 V1 - N1 R T 1
with lineaxization
diP1 VI+P1 dfV1-6N1 RT l+ N 1 R6T 1
Airflow total pressure loss: from shoot upper chamber to shoot lower chamber
(path 3):
P1 - P5 K3 PlMW3 V32 K3 MW3
= 1000 gc 2 -- 2000 Pl A32 gc n32
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with lineaxization:
6p 1 _ 6p 5 = 2 n 3 MW 3
2000 Pl A3 2 gc
4 N1, k
MW 3 - _MW,_
k=l N1
6n 3
/(3 _ K3 2 n3 MW 3
2000 Pl A32 gc
_PI - 6P5 = /(3 6n3
A 5 = A I
Rate of accumulation of the ai..£rconstituentsin the shoo......._tlower chamber _ _."
Using the relations
N5,k
n5'k -" "_5 n5, k -- 1,2,3,4
and
n 5 ---- 1-19-4-nlO,2
one can obtain the following expressions for the accumulation of material in the
lower shoot growth chamber.
Nitrogen.
I_I5, 1 = n3,1 -- n5,1
NI,I N5,1
IN5'I = n3 _-- ns'_5
• N1,1 N5,a
N5,1 -- n 3 _ -- (n 9 "k" rllO, 2)
with linearization:
NI, I 6NI, I NI, 1 4 N5, I
61_15'1 = 6n3 -_1 + n3 _11 n3 _N12 k_--16Nl'k - (_n9 + 6n1°'2)
N 4
6N5,1 5,1 v,_ --
- (% + nlo,2) _ + (% + "1o,2) N52 _e_5,k
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Oxygen.
N1,2 N5,2
Ns,2 = n3 _ - "5
I_5, 2 -- n3, 2 -- nS, 2
N1,2
N5,2= n3 _ - (% + n_o,2)
with linearization:
N1, 2 6N1,2
_Iq5,2 = 6n3 -_1 + n3 N1
N5,2
N1, 2 4 N5,2
_ n 3 _ k___t6Nl,k -(6n 9 + 5n10,2)N12
6N5, 2 N5, 2 4
(n9 + n,o,2) _ + ("o + n,o,2) --_,6Ns,k
- N52 =
Carbon dioxide:
N1,3 N5,3
N5, a=n3 N1 n5"_5
N5, 3 = n3, 3 - ns, 3
N1, 3 N5,3
lq5,3"- n3 N 1 (119 ÷ n10'2) "_5
with linearization:
N1,3 6N1, 3 N 4 N5,3
BI_I5,3 _n 3 _+n 3 _-n3 _ E_Nl,k- (6n9 +6nlO, 2) W
= N I k=t
- (no + nlo,2)
Water.
/iN5,3 N5, 3 4
+ (n9 + n,o,2) _ k_=_N5,kN52
N5,4 = n3, 4 -- n5,4
N1, 4 N5,4
NS,4--n3 _1 "_-S5-5
NI,._.___4 N5,4
I_15,4- n3 N I (n9 + nl°'2) -_5
with linearization:
4
N1'4 k_=1$N I,/¢N1,4 $NI,__.___4_ n 3
_1_5'4 = _n3 "_1 + n3 N1 N12 =
N5,4
- (_n9+ 6.1o,2)
6N5, 4 N5, 4 4
-- N5 2
Tota_.__!lmolar content, of th_£ shoo___Atsid_._telower chamber:
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The tota_ mola_ content o[ the shoot side lower chamber is given by
a
lq5 = i_75, i
with linea.dzati°n:
4
i=1 • •
4" _/s,k +
_5 = k_ _3,k - =
+ Iq5,4 ¢v5,) '_5 =
(b_5,z Cvs,z + blS,_zcvs, _ + I"15,3cv5,3 _ T'/3.15)+ lX3,4EVIL,4) (T1.
+ n3,3 Cpl,3
( n3,1 CPI,_ + n3,2 cpl, _ + ns,4 Cp5,4) (T 5 273._5)
+ n5,3 cp5,3
+ ns,_ cp5,2
- ( ns,1 cp5,1
+ 1)A7 (, 3'7 - 3;5)
Including the sirnpligcati°n + ash Cps,_ + ns,3 Cp5,3 + n5'4 Cp5'4
(n9 + nlo,2) CP5 _ ns,l cp5,1
a_ong with linea_izati°ngives: ! _d_56_
+ Iq5,2Cvs,_+ lq5,_cv5,3+ lqS,aCvs, 5
( _I5,_ cvs, 1 273.15) - (n9 + nlo,_) P5
It3 Cp16T1 + 6n3 Cpl(T1 -
MWs = MWI
2 _U=fL 5k5
he7 =
112 pT5 I13
= 0.33?, R_L 5
lqu==L5
p_ MWs V5 L5
ReL5 =
(hconOPl/
L 5 _- hchamber
+ dpPFret ) - dr!
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Equation of state of the air in the shoot lower chamber
P5 V5 = N5 R T 5
with linearization:
_P5V5 +P5_V5=_N5 RT 5+ N 5 R6T 5
Airflow total pressure loss: flow from lower chamber into discharge duct (path 5).
MW6RT5 1
P5 - P6 =Ks 2000 P5 As 2 n62
with linearization:
MW6RT5 1 (the incompressible flow model of this process is
6P5 - _P6 =Ks 1000 P5 A52 n6 _n6
employed)
MW6-- MW 5
P6 = P5
Airflow total pressure loss: flow duct (path s between points 6 and 8);
direction change ("bend") and duct length. Both Ignored: P8 = P6
both
Airflow total pressure loss: in expansion between points 8 and 9 (path 5)
Ignored: (P9 = P8)
Airflow total pressure loss: HEPA filter (path _)
P9- P10 = K6n5 2
Ks is essentially a porous plug characteristic. Linearization gives
6P 9 -6P10 =2K 6 n56n 5
Airflow total pressure loss: from HEPA filter discharge through control valve 12
(path 7). Includes contraction loss in reentering duct upon exiting HEPA filter, the
fixed (wide open) loss of the valve, and the loss due to the valve element being
partially closed. A_ is the control variable.
Pll - P12 = /(7 n52
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/_T= K_ MW 7 RT 11
2P 1 lgcA 2
K_= KI¢ MW'r RTll (1 A2"
linearization gives:
6Pll - 6P12 =6 K S ns2 + 2/f_ n56n s
MW_= MW 5
All the pressure loss from point 5 to point 12 can be combined:
P5 - P12 = (Ks +/(6 +/_7 + KI) ns 2
linearization gives:
_P5 - 6P12 = 2 (K s +K s + K,)(n 9 + nlo,2)(6n9 + 6nlo,2 ) + (n 9 + nlo,2) _ _g 7
Oxygen extraction: at point 12.
ns--_n5- nio,2
Airflow totalpressure loss:due to extraction of oxygen at point 12.
Ignored.
Airflow total pge.ssurelossdue to flow shear at duct wall:allthe lower duct system
friction-inducedpressure lossis lumped into one singlesection in this model (path
13between points 12 and 13).
P12 - P13 --Ks ns2
_r 1Ds Ls -g MWs
Ks - ('0735)(_)(ReLs) (2000 PsA82)
n s = n6 = n 7 -- n s + nlO,2
Ps MWs Vs Ls
ReL s = 1000 #s
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Y 8 = 118
P8 A8
P8 = P6
4
MW8= _MWT, k_-
k=l
n9 -- 118
N5, k
N 5
1110,2
MW7, 2 n8
MWs= MW 9
linearization gives:
6P12-6P13 =2 K8n 96n 9
Fluid inertance in the lower duct:
1000 gc A9
/19 = MW 9 L 9 ( P13 - P14 )
A 9 = A 8
L9 = Ls
MW 9 = MW 8
linearization gives:
1000 gc A9
6fi9 = MW 9 L9 ( 6P13 - 6P14)
Air Mover and Drive Motor Subsystem (AM&DMS).
It was concluded that it was desirable for the model of the AM&DMS to
reflect the addition of power to the fluid-thermodynamic systems and the rotational
dynamics of the rotor components. To accomplish this, the relations among
pressure rise, torque, rotational speed, molar flow rate, power transfer, and the
rotational dynamics equations must be generated.
The Fan Equations.
An option to using First Principles in the modeling of the air mover
characteristics is the use of the empirical fan equations which are implicit in the
27
conventional fan curves so common in industry;
P16 - P15 = ftan (w37' n12)
linearization gives:
°fso.
6P16 -/5P15 = 69_3 7
Of1,, (w3_, n12)
_w37 -+ _nl2 6n12
this is a steady flow relation, and approximations of the partial derivatives can be
taken directly from fan curves.
Power Conversion (mechanical rotational power to fluid power):
With perfect power conversion, the mechanical rotational power supplied to
the fluid via the air mover impeller would be converted to fluid power. Since the
process is not perfect, the overall efficiency is used to describe the actual situation:
Mechanical power in (delivered to blower rotor) x efficiency = increase in fluid
power out
n12
w3_' r36 r/o = ( P16 - P15)
assuming constant density, linearization gives:
_3z _r36% + _3z r_ T}o- (PI6 - el5) _ + (_V16 - 6P15)"_
Air Temperature Rise Due to Air Mover.
The temperature riseassociated with the passage of the air through the air
mover isthe sum of that due to the isentropicpressure rise:
n12 Cp12 T16 - n12 cp12T15 = (P16 - Pl5) _4
and that due to the overallinefficiencyof the airmover:
n12 Cpl2 T16 - n12 Cpl2 T15 = (I- rlo)_37r36
Linearization of each (assuming constant density) gives:
cp126T16- cp6Tl5= (6P16-_P15)_4
and
%12 $T16 - % _T15 = (1 - _o)_3_ r36 + (1 -- _/o)w37 _r36
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n12 -- n 9
(_ombined _ and motor rotor dynamics.
Drive motor rotor and pump rotor:
(']impeller + Jmotor) _3r + blW37 + b2w_7 -- vc - r36
linearization gives:
(Jimpeiler + Jmotor) 6&37 + (bl+2 b2w37)6w37 = bye -- 6r36
The Gas Iniection and Mixing (_hamber
The gas injection and mixing chamber is modeled to serve two purposes:
account for the injection of carbon dioxide, oxygen, water vapor, and nitrogen
content into the flowstream, and to reflect the effects of the volume of the ducting
and fittings in that area on the overall system dynamics.
Airflow total pressure loss: into gas injection and mixing chamber.
K'3MWI3RTI6(I _ A23)
P16- P36 = 2 P16 gcA23 A--_4 n132
MW13 ---- MW 9
this pressure loss is ignored
Rate of accumulation of the air constituents in the g._ injection and mixing
chamber (point 36):
In the following, the equations of like level are grouped. Previously all
equations addressing the same constituent were grouped.
1_136,1 = n13,1 + nlT,1-- n14,1
lq36,2 = n13,2 + n17,2-- n14,2
N36,3 = n13,3 + n17,3- n14,3
]_36,4 -- n13,4 + n17,4- n14,4
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N5,k N5,k
nl3'k -- -_5 (n9 + nl°'2)' k = 1,3,4; nl3, k = N----_"(n9 + nlo, 2) -- nlo'2' k = 2
N36'k (n14)= N36'k (nl+ nls), k - 1,2,3,4
n14, k- N36 N36
N5,1 (nl+nls) N36'1
1_36'1 = (n9 + nl°'2) W + niT'l- N36
N5, 2 (nl+ his) N36'2
I_36'2-"(n9 + n1°'2) "_5 --n1°'2+ n17'2 -- -]_36
N5,3 (n1+ nls) N36'3
1_136,3 - (n 9 -'b nlo,2 ) _ + n17,3- N36
N5,4 (nl+ nls) N36'4
1_36,4 -" (n9 + nl0, 2) _ -t- n17,4-- N36
lineaxization gives:
N5,1 6N5,1 N5,1 4
61_36,1= (6n9 + 6nlo,2) -_5 + (n9 + nl°'2) _ - (n9 + "I0,2) _N52 k_=16N5,k
+ 6n17,1- (6nl+ 6nls) _ - (nl+ nls) 6N36,1
N 36
• 5,2 5,2
6N36'2 = (6n9 + 6n1°'2) -_5 + (n9 + n1°'2) -'N5
S 4
, 36,1 _ 6N
+ (n1+ nls) _ 2_, 36,k
(n 9 + n _._.2ks =.I 6N
1o 2} _ z._ 5,k
' "5 k=l
- 6nlo,2+ 6n17,2- (6n1+ 6n_s)
N36, 2 6N36, 2
(n,+n,s)
N36 N36
4
+ (nl+ nl8) N36'-----_2 k_=16N36,t
N362
N5,3 6N5,3 N5, 3 4
61N36,3 = (6n 9 + 6n10,2) _ + (n 9 + nlo,2) N 5 (n9 + nlo,2) _N52 k_=16N5, k
N36,3 _ (nl+ nls)
+ 6n17,3-- (6nl+ 6n18)
4
6N36,3 + (nl+ n18) N36'3 ___16N36,k
N3--_ N362
N 4
N5, 4 6N5,4 5,4 --
61_36'4 = (6n9 + 6n10'2) W + (n9 + nl°'2) _ - (n9 + hi°'2) _5 k_='16Ns'k
+ 6n17,4- (6nl+ 6nls)
N36,4 6N36,4
(n,+ n18 )
N36 N36
N36'4 _ 6N
+ (n1+ nls) _362k=1 36,k
3O
Energy ba_a_ace in the gas injectiOn a_xd mixing chamber
t k_=l h_4'kO4 /_tT,k
k=l
+ N36, 4 cv36, ) '_36 =
+ H36,3 cv36,3 _ 273.15)
(, N36,_ cv36,1. + N36,'_ cv36,2 + n9,4 cp16,4) (,T16
+ n9,3 cp16,3
( n9,t Cp16,t + n9,2 Cp16,_ + n17,4 cP17'4 ) (,T17 _ 273.15)
+ ( IIl7,1 Cp17,1 + 1a17,2 Cp17,2 + t117,3 ¢P17,3 + nx4,4 ¢P36'4 ) (T36 273.15)
+ n't.4,3 ¢P36,3
-- ( nl4,x ¢P36,t + P-14,2 Cp36,2 + D-9,4 ¢P16,4
"'& n9,1. ¢P16,1 + n9'2 ¢P16,_ + II9'3 ¢P16,3
n9 Cpl6 + nt4,2 Cp36,2 + n!4,3 Cp36,3 + II14,4 Cp36,4
- nx4,l cP36,1
rh4 ¢P36 -
linearization gives: =+ N36, 4 ¢v36,4 ) _"_36
+ "N36,3 Cv36,3
+ N36,2 Cv36,_
( N36,x cv36,_.
(,T- - - 273.15) + n9 Cp!6 6T16 - c ) (,.l,x7 _ 273.15)
_Ia9 ¢P16 lb - C + _ItlT,3 Cp17,3 + 0ta17'4 P17,4
+ {6ntT,lcp17,1+ 01117,2PlT,_ n17,3¢P17,3+ niT'4 ¢ptT'4)_tT
' n c + n17'2 cp17'2 - 6T-"
+ _, 1%1 Pt7,1 _. ,'- n. ) c o= 50
^'3 lb _ -- _'='1+ ,8 Pou
6ns) Cp (T36-'zl • ,
- "e {or thee _ _ _ _ -
N36 R T36
t
2 2
P36 - PIT _K14 A14u
flow path 14
where Al4u iS the flow area at the upstreaXn end o[
At4d is the floW area at the downstream end o[ flow path 14
the moleCular weight o{ the g_s in the GIMC
MW36= _ P36,i ¢P'_;
this pressure loss is ignored
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Water _ l_emoval System
The water removal system must route the necessary fraction of the total
flow through the condensing heat exchanger so that the evapo-transpiration water
is removed. It is presumed that the temperature of the air exiting the condensing
heat exchanger is fixed (e.g., by the use of feedback control) at a prescribed level,
and is saturated at that temperature.
By-Pass Fraction Determination
The by-pass fraction is the fraction of the total flow through the water vapor
removal system which is diverted around the heat exchanger
A n16 1114 -- 1115
X14 n14 1"114
There are three equivalent, relevant, and related relationships among specific
humidity, concentration, and partial pressure,
3
(1) SH14 = N36,4/. _ N36,1, (2)SHI4- Cc14,4/(1- Cc14,4), and
(3) Cc14,4 = (partial pressure of the water vapor at 36)/P36
The water removed by the heat exchanger can be expressed in terms of the total
air side flow by
nls = (SH36 - SH21)(1 - SH36 ) nls
and linearization gives:
6nls = (_SH36 - 6SH21)(1 - SH36 ) nls - (SH36 - SH21)6SH36 n15
+ (SH36 - SH21)(1 - SH36 ) 6n15
his = (1 - X14) n14
linearization gives
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6n15 ---- -- 6X14 n14 + (1 - Xl4) 6n14
The nominal value of xl4 is established by setting nls to equal n2, 4 to determine the
nominal value of nls , and then solving for xl,. The requirement of matter
conservation in the flow split establishes that
I115 + n16 -- n14 -- n 1 +nlS
which with lineaxization gives:
6nls + 6n1_ = 6n_ + 6nls
Airflow total pressure loss: through control valve 21 (heat exchanger by-pass)
P18 = P17
P19 = P17
as is pressure loss in the by-pass up to the control valve.
P20 - P18
K_oMWasRT36 _ A_)P20 - P23 = 2 (1 n2o2
2 P20 gcAv2o A2°
P20 - P23 =/(20 n2o _
K20 - Ko._=0MW36RT36.(12
2 P20 gcAv2o A_o /
MW2o = MW36
lineaxization gives:
6P20 - 6P23 = 2 n2o/(20 6n20 + n2o 2 6K2o
1121 -- 1120
Airflow tota.._._!pressure loss: through control valve 22 and dehumidifying
exchanger.
Control valve in water removal system heat exchanger path duct:
P21 - P22 = K19 n212
heat
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K19 - K19MW36RT36(1 _ A_19_2
2 P21 gcAvl9 A129/
linearization gives:
6P21 - 6P22 - 5/(19 n212 + 2K19 n216n21
For the heat exchanger:
P19 - P21 = /(15 n192
For preliminary work, one can estimate Kls via Reynolds' analogy or simply budget
a reasonable pressure loss. Linearization gives:
6P19 - 6P21 = 2K15 n196n19
These two pressure loss expressions can be combined:
6P19 - 6P22 = n192/SK19 + 2(KIs + K19) n19 _n19
MW22 = MW21 = MW14
4 N36, k
MW22 = _ MW36,k
k----1 N36
1'i22 = n15 -- n18
n18
_-- MW,4
Energy bcd ance: condensing heat exchanger. (reference is liquid water at triple
point)
nls cp,36T36 -- n22 Cp,21T21 - nlsh38 = 0
linearization gives:
/Snls cm36T36 + his cv,365T36 -/5n22 Cp,21T21 - n22 cp,21_T21 - 6nls h38 + nls 6h38 = 0
Energy balarlce: recombination of flow streams of the water vapor removal system.
n 1 Cp24 (T24 - 273.15) = n21 Cp23 (T23 - 273.15) + n22 Cp22 (T22 - 273.15)
4
nlCp24 -- _nl,kCk=l P24, t:
4
n21 Cp23 -- k=_1n21,k Cp23,k
4
n22 Cp22 ----" k=_In22,k Cp22,k
n21 -'n20----n I -- n10,2 -- nl5
Cp23 = Cp36
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Cp22 = Cp21
Cp24 =Cp36=cp21
T23 = T36
T22 = T21
lineaxization gives:
n a Cp24 6T24 + 6n 1 Cp24 (T24 - 273.15) = (n 1 - n10,2 - nls) Cp36 6T36
+ (6n 1 - 6nlo,2 - 6nls ) Cp36 (T36 - 273.15) + (6n15 - 6nls) ep21 (T21 - 273.15)
n 1 6T24 + 6n 1 (T24 - 273.15) = (n 1 - n10,2 - n15) 6T36
+ (6n 1 - 6nao,2 - 6n15 ) (T36 - 273.15) + (6nls - 6n_s) (T21 - 273.15)
Airflow total pressure loss: combining flows of water removal system paths
(1) heat exchanger bypass path (path 16)
K21-23 MW221RT25 [ al /n23) 2 _ /n21) 2 - tn21.----_2 ) - ( n222 )]
P24 - P23 = P24 _A--_2a a2 a3 a3 ----XA21 XA23 A21 _A22 A23
This pressure loss is ignored.
(2) heat exchanger path (path 15)
K22-23 MW_RRT21 [ al tn23)2 _ tn22)2 _ { n..._322 tn----32--2 )]
P24 - P22 = P22 _X-_2a a2 a3 a3_A22 _A23 A22 ) -- _A22 A23
This pressure loss is ignored.
Airflow total pressure loss: duct between water removal subsystem
temperature manipulation subsystem (path 23).
P24 - P25 = K2a n232
D L I_ MW
/(23 - ('0735)cr _"_-." 23)(ReL23 ) 5(2000 ^ _A 2)
23 P23 23
P23 MW23 V23 L23 n23
ReL23 -- 1000 P23 ' v23 -- P23 A23
MW23- MW I
1"123 : II 1
linearization gives
6P24 - 6P25 = 2 K23 n 1 bn 1
and air
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The Airflow (_ooling/Heating
The airflow cooling/heating system (AC/HS) must route the necessary
fraction of the total flow through either the cooling heat exchanger or the heating
heat exchanger so that the temperature of the flowstream exiting the AC/HS is at
the required level. It is presumed that the temperature of the air exiting the active
heat exchanger is fixed (e.g., by the use of feedback control) at a prescribed level,
and no condensation occurs.
By-Pass Fraction Determination
For the present demonstration, the by-pass fraction is the fraction of the
total flow which is diverted around the cooling heat exchanger
A n25 n23- n26
X23 "-- _323 -- I_23
n25 -" X23 n23
linearization gives:
6n25 -- 6X23 n23 + X236n23
The nominal value of X23 is established by performing a thermal energy balance
analysis so that the required nominal discharge temperature at 35 is achieved, as is
explained in the following.
Matter conservation across the flow split requires that
n25 + n26 --- n23
and linearization (in this case, a redundant operation) gives:
6n_5 + 6n2a = 6n_3
nI = 1123
balo4ace at recombination of _rflow _treams from airflow cooling system.
n 1 Cp35 (T35 - 273.15) = n31 Cp33 (T33 - 273.15) + na2 Cp34 (T34 - 273.15)
+ nao Cp3° (T32 - 273.15)
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where
4
-- k_=lnl,k Cpnl Cp35 35, k
4
n31 Cp33 -- k=_ln31,k Cp33,k
4
-- _ n32,k c
n32 Cp34 k=l P34, k
n31 -- 1128
1132= n27
Cp33 = Cp24
Cp34 = Cp29
T33 = T24
T34 = T29
along with linearization, gives:
n1 Cp35 6T35 + 6n1 Cp35 (T35 - 273.15) = n2s Cp24 8T24 + 6n_8 Cp24 (T24 - 273.15)
+ (6n 1 - 6n_s ) Cp29 (T29 - 273.15)
or, since
Cp35 =Cp24=cp29
n1 6T35 + 6n 1 (T35 - 273.15) = n2s 6T24 + _n2s (T24 - 273.15)
+ (6n 1 - 6n2s ) (T29 - 273.15)
MW26 = MW27 - MW 1
P28 = P25
P34 = P35
One may establish the nominal value of x23 for the scenario demonstrated in
this study through simultaneous solution of the two equations
n23 Cp35 (T35 - 273.15) = n2s Cp33 (T33 - 273.15) + n25 Cp34 (T34 - 273.15)
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and
n25 _ X23 n23
to satisfy the requirement for T35
Airflow total pressure loss." air entering each of the
manipulation subsystem ducts;
(1) heating heat exchanger path (path 24).
K23-24 MW_3 RT25 [&l (n24) 2 - 8"2 (_)2P25 - P26 = P25 XA24
This pressure loss is ignored .
(2)bypasspath (path25)
K23- 25 MW223 RT25 [ al (n2s)2 _ a2 (1123)2
P25 - P27 = P25 A25 A23
This pressure loss is ignored.
three airflow temperature
{ n24n23 )]
-- a 3 _A2 4 A23
-- a 3 { n25n23 )]
XA25 A23
(3) cooling heat exchanger path (path 26)
K23- 2s MW_3 RT25 [ al (n2s)2 _ _ (___)2 _ a3 [ n26n23 )]
P25 - P28 = P25 _A26 _A26 A23
Airflow total pressure loss: air flowing in each of the three airflow temperature
manipulation subsystem ducts;
(1) heating heat exchanger path (path 24).
K24 MW23 RT25 (n24)2
P26 - P31 - P26 A24
This pressure loss is ignored.
(2) bypass path (path 25)
4 f2s L2s MW_sRT25
n252
P27 - P30 - D25 2 P27 A_52
This pressure loss is ignored.
(3) cooling heat exchanger path (path 26).
K26 MW_a RT25 t n26)2
P28 - P29 = P28 _A26
linearization gives
6P28 - 6P29 = K2s 6n2s
this pressure loss is combined with the fixed part of the control valve pressure loss.
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Airflow total pressure loss: control valves in the air temperature manipulation
system
(1) heating heat exchanger path and control valve (path 29).
heat exchanger; use Reynolds' analogy or budget a reasonable pressure loss
K24 MW24 RT26
P26- P31 = 2 P26 gcA24 n292 = K29 n292
linearization gives:
6P26- 6P31 = 2K29 n296n_9
control valve:
K29 MW23 RT31 A229)
P31-P32 = 2P31gcA229 (l-A29 n29_ =/(29n292
linearization gives:
6P31 - 6P32 = 6K29 n292 + 2K29 n29 6n29
This pressure loss was not relevant to the scenario demonstrated in this study.
(2) bypass path (path 28).
control valve:
K2s MW23 RT31 (1 A22s)
P30- P33 = 2 P30 gcA22s - A2-----8- n2s2
P30 - P33 = K2s n2s 2
linearization gives
6P30 - 6P33 = 6K2s n2s 2 + 2K2s n2s 6n2s
(3) cooling heat exchanger and control valve (path 27).
heat exchanger: use Reynolds' analogy or budget a reasonable pressure loss,
P28 - P29 = K2s n262
linearization gives
6P28 - 6P29 = 2K26 n26 6n26
control valve:
K27 MW23 RT31 (1 A227_
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P29- P34= K2_ n272
linearization gives:
6P29 - 6P34 = 6K27 n272 + 2 K27 n276n27
1127 -- n26
Airflow total pressure ]oss." recombination of air temperature manipulation
subsystem flow (into path 1).
(1) heating heat exchanger path (path 30)
K2s-33MW_RT35 ?n2s)2 (n21)2 ( n212 ) ( n222 )]
P32- P35 = P35 [ al -- - a2 _ - a3 - a3_A28 A21 A23 A21 A22 A23
This pressure loss is ignored.
(2) bypass path (path 31)
K22 - 2a MW22RT21
P33 - P35 = P22
This pressure loss is ignored.
(3) cooling heat exchanger path (path 32)
K23-25 MW223 RT25 (1125) 2 (n23_ 2 ( n25n23 )1
P34 - P35 = P25 [ al -- a2 -- a3A25 A23 j A25 A23 J
This pressure loss is ignored.
MW2s = MW 1
n 1 -- n27 + n28
.... ( n222 )1[ al ("2z)2 ("52)2 a3 ( "252 ) - a3
A23 a*2 A22 A23 A22 _ .t
P30 = P25
P33 = P35
The heating heat exchanger control valve is fully closed in the scenario for which
this study is done. The overall pressure loss for the airflow heating/cooling
subsystem can be expressed in terms of either of the two active paths (_5-_s-al or 2_-
27-32):
6P25 - 6P35 = 2 (n 1 - n27) K2s (6n, - 6n27 ) + (n, - n2_) 2 6K2s
6P25 - 6P35 = 2 (/(26 + /(27 ) n27 613.57 + 6K27 11272
4O
Airflow total pressure loss from inside the discharge end of the flow duct (path 1)
into the shoot upper chamber:
MW12RT 3 A_]
P3- P1 =K1 P3 A_ [1 - A_ hi2
linearization gives:
MW12RT 3 A_l n16n 1 - K1
_P3-6P1 =2K 1 P3A_ [ 1- A_ J
This pressure loss is ignored.
MW12RT3 A_]
t l- n? P3
Recognizing the effect of glove port activity on upper chamber volume
completes the inventory of relevant processes:
5.5 - THE MODELED SCENARIO
The control study is directed to a plausible research experimental condition.
The defining parameters of this experiment are:
(1). Temperature of the air exiting the upper chamber, T1:20 C.
(2). Relative humidity of the air exiting the upper chamber, RHI: 70%.
(3). Absolute pressure of the air in the upper chamber, PI: 101,458 Pa.
(4). Temperature of the upper chamber wall, T4:22 C.
(5). Source of PAR: on.
(6). Leaf area index: 30.
(7). Energy radiated from lamps which enters the CGC: 6000 Watts.
(8). Canopy absorbs all incident radiation.
(9). One-sixth of the absorbed energy evaporates transpiration water
(10). Five-sixths of the absorbed energy heats the air flowing through the CGC.
The system performance and physical configuration requirements, the
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parameters of the prescribed experiment, along with enough bridging assumptions,
when substituted into the modeling equations, generate the nominal values of each
of the flow variables and point variables of the CSSEDS model.
Solving the above nonlinear equations for the equilibrium values of the
system variables provides one with the values of all the variables which can be used
in the linearized equations to determine the dynamical properties of the system for
values of the system variables in the neighborhood of those of the experimental
scenario.
5.6 - NOMINAL VALUES OF THE POINT VARIABLES
VARIABLES
Apl = 2.0 m s, Al= 0.1297 m s, A3 = 0.64 m s, A 4 = 7.791
AT = 6.2402 m s
AND THE FLOW
m s, As= 0.1297 m s,
bl = 0.0 Newton-meters/radian per second,
b2= 0.0013 Newton-meters/(radian per second) z,
(cpl,1).o,, = 29.1531 Joules mo1-1 K -_, (cpl,2),o, , = 29.4908 Joules mo1-1 K -_
(cpl,3),om = 37.0476 Joules mo1-1 K -_, (cpl,4),om = 33.7301 Joules mo1-1 K -1
The above values are also used for these properties at points 2, 17, and 36.
(cpl).O, _ = 29.14 Joules tool -1 K -1
The above value is used for this property at points 5, 12, 16, 17, 21, 24, 35, and 36.
(cvl,1).om = 20.8387 Joules mo1-1 K -1, (cvl,2),o,,, = 21.2055 Joules mo1-1 K -1
(cvl,3).om = 28.7333 Joules mol -_ K -1, (cvl,4).om 25.4158 Joules mol -_ K -1
The above values are also used for these properties at points 5 and 36.
d_t = 0.12439m
Ds = 0.4064 m
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a/(_37, ,_)
0,o3.t -- 40.6 Pa/(radian per second),
hchambe r = 0.7576 m
hcanopy + dppFre f - hchambe r
(hc2),o m = 34.577 watts m -2 K -1,
(hcT),o m -- 7.3196 watts m -2 K -1
aJ(.,3_, %)
-- 1.792 Pa/(mole per second),
(hc4),om = 4.239 watts m -2 K -I
Jimpeller -- 4.468 kg m 2, Jmotor -- 1.328 kg m 2
(kl),om = 0.0263 watts m -I K -I
K]iiter -" .09555 n m-2mole-2sec 2,
K 5 = 1.0 n m-2mole-2sec2,
K;, ° = 0.00016 n m-2mole-2sec2,
K s = 0.002031 n m-2mole-2sec2
KlS = 68.4 n m-2mole-2sec2
K22 = 114.0 n m-2mole-2sec 2
/(26 = 0.0 n m-2mole-2sec 2
K2s = 1.215 n m-2mole-2sec 2
K 3 = 1.0 n m-2mole-2see2,
1(6 = Kliltcr = .09555 n m-:_mole-2see 2
K71 = 0.055332 n m-2mole-2sec2
K21 = 1(2o = 158.8 n m-2mole-Usec 2
/(23 = 158.8 n m-2mole-2see2
K2_ = 0.1362 n m-2mole-2sec2
K2s = 1.215 n m-2mole-2sec 2
LAI = 30 (unitless)
L 1 = 3.85 m L 5 = .2544 m Ls = 3.85 m L23 = 3.85 m
(MWl),,om= (MW35),,om = 28.9700 g/tool, (MWa)no m = 28.8277 g/tool,
(MWs),,om = 28.8277 gm mole -1 (MWo),,o,, = (MWs),_o m = 28.8277 gm mole -1
(MW1),o m = 28.8277 gm mole -1 (MWs),w m = 28.8277 gm mole -1
(nl Cp35),om = (n3 cpl)nOm = (102.26)(29.67)= 3034.448 Watts K -1
(nl),om = 102.2369 moles sec-I, (nl.1)nom = 75.944 moles sec-I
(nl,2)no m = 24.54225 moles see -1, (nl,3)no m = 0.122844 moles See -1
(nl,4),o m = 1.6278 moles see -1,
(n2,2[rcap]),o m = 0.0 moles sec -1,
(n2, 2),_om = (n2,2[hv])nom = -0.00014699 moles see -1,
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(n3, l)nom "- (n1,1)no m "- 75.944 moles sec -I,
(n3,3)no,,, = 0.122712 moles sec -l,
(ns)nom = (n3)no m = 102.1592 moles sec -I,
(aS)no m = 102.1591 moles sec -z
(nlo, 2)nom = 0.00014699 moles sec -z
(nl4)nom -" (nl + nls)no m "- 102.2595 moles sec -I
(n2,3fhV])no m = 0.0 moles sec -I,
(n2,3[resP])nom = (n2,3)nom "- 0.00013542 moles sec-1,
(%,4)nora = -- 0.022236 moles sec-z
(n3)nom -" 102.1592 moles sec -1
(n3 cpl).Om = (102.26)(29.67) = 3034.448 Watts K -z
(n3,2)nom = 24.5420 moles sec -1,
(n3,4).o= = 1.6505 moles sec -1
(ns)nom = (n3)nom = 102.1592 moles sec -z
(ng).o,. = 102.1591 moles sec -z
(nze).om = (n20)no=
(nzT',l).om = 0.0 moles sec -1
(nz:,,3).o.. = 0.00013542 moles see -I
(nl9)nom--"(nz5)nora--2.0861molessec-I
(nl8)nom = -- (n2,4)norn = 0.022236 moles sec -z
(nzs),om = 2.0861 moles sec -1
"- (n21)nom-- 100.195636 moles sec -z
(nzT,2).om= 0.0moles sec-z
(nzT,4).o,. = 0.0moles see-z
(n21)n°m - (nza)nom - (n22).o==I00.195636 moles sec -z
(n22)nom --- (nzs).om - (nzs).om= 2.063864 moles sec -z
(n:zs).om = (n27)r, om= 76.64 moles sec -1 (n2s)nom = 25.5969 moles sec -I
(n22)no,a = (nzs).o,_ - (nzs)nom'- 2.063864 moles sec -I
(NI'zcvl,z+ NI'2 %1,2 + NI,3 cvl,3 + NI,4CVl,4)nom= 1778.2525Joulessec-I
(N1).om = 83.2528 moles,
NI,I,
"-_1"1)nora "- .74266 unitless,
N1,3.
"_ll)nOm = .001200 unities,,
(Ns).om = 28.3055 moles,
(N5,1_ tns, ix = (n3,1_
(Ns, 2_ ._ {n5,2_ t 713, 2_
"_5)nom ,'_5/nora = t"l_-3 ]nom
(NI,2_
-_i/.ore = .24 unitless,
NI,4,
"_i ),,o,,, -- .01614 unitle_,
= 0.74266 unitless,
= 0.239936 unitless,
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N5,3, ._ /n5,3_ ._ [n3,3,_
N 5 ).ore ,-_"51.o,_ ,--_3,.o, _
N5,4,
-_5 )nora -" (n5,4 i __ (n3,4_C-ff-_'5,'nom ,'--_-3 ]no m
(N36)no m - 41.622 moles,
N36,1,
"-'_-36 )nora -- .742663 unitless,
N36,3,
-_36 )nom = .0012013 unitless,
NUz=L5 = 35.4046 unitless,
(P1)nom = 101,458 Pa,
(P1 - P5)nom = 8.84 Pa,
(P5 - P6)nom = 214.765 Pa
(P9)nom = 101,234 Pa,
(Plo)nom = 100,235 Pa,
(Pll - P12)nom = 599.5 Pa,
(P12 - P13)nom = 212 Pa
(P13 - P14)nom = 0
( P14 - P16)nom = -3850 Pa
(P17)nom = 103,272 Pa
(P25)nom = 102,260 Pa
(P36)nom -- (P17)nom = 103,272.1 Pa
(Prl)no m = 0.707 unitless,
R=8.31441 Joules mole - 1K - 1
(ReL1)nom = 42,600 unitless
(ReLs)nO m = 4.413 x 106 unitless
= 0.0012 unitless,
= 0.01614 unitless,
N36, 2.
-_36),ao,,, = .239987 unitless,
N36,4,
"-_"36)nom = .0161401 unitless,
(P3)nom = 101,458 Pa
(P5)nom = 101,449 Pa
(P6)nom = 101,234 Pa
(P9 - Plo)nom = 999.2 Pa
(Pll)nom = 100,235 Pa
(P12)nom = 99635 Pa
(P13)nom = 99,423 Pa
(P14)nom = 99,423 Pa
(P36)nom = 103,272 Pa
(P24)nom = 102,472 Pa
(P35)nom = 101,458 Pa
(Pr5)nom = 0.707 unitless
(ReL5)no m = 14,329 unitless
SH21 = 0.008595,
(T1)nom = 293.15 K
(T3)nom = 291.4179 K
SH36 = 0.016405
(T2)nom = 295.15 K
(T5)nom = 293.173 K
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(Tl7)nom = (T36)nom = (T16)nor a "- 298.1
(T24)nom = 294.8 K
(T27)nom = (T28)nor a = 294.8 K
(T30)nom = 294.9 K
(T36)nom = 298.1 K
(UA)4 nora = 33.03 watts K -1
(UA)7 nora = 45.676 watts K -I
V 1 =2.0 m 3 V 5 = 0.68 m 3
(Pl)nora = 0.00001983 kg m -1 sec -1
r/p = .6
(P5)nom = 41.62 moles m -3
(Xl4)nora = 0.0204 (unitless)
K (T21)nor a = 278.2 K
(T25)nor a = (T24)nom = 294.8
(T29)nor a = 288.85 K
(T35)nor a = 291.4179 K
K
(UA)2 horn = 4149.24 watts K -]
V36 = 2 A I L23 = .99869 m a
(#5)nora = 0.00001983 kg m -1 sec -I
(Pl)nora = 41.63 mol m -3
(w37)nor a = 189 rad sec -1
(X23)nora _- .6134 (unitless)
5.7 - THE CONDENSED PRIMITIVE EQUATIONS
To express the system of equations in the format of Equations (1) and (2),
we assign o,a,u, d elements to the perturbed variables, 6(. ) as is shown in Table 1;
As an aid to the reader, the inverse assignments are listed in Table 2.
The result of using these assignments and inserting the nominal numerical
values into the linearized equations is:
i11 = 1.279 a 1 - 1.279 a 2 (5.7.1)
il2 = 0.7427T/] - 0.3163q 2 + 0.91277} 3 + 0.9127T/4 + 0.9127_}5 + 0.6330q13 - 1.826014 - 1.826Y}15 - 1.
826016 - 0.74270.3 + 0.74270.4 (5.7.2)
/13= 0"24rh + 0"2949r/2- 0"9341r/3+ 0"2949r/4+ 0"2949r/s- 0"5901r/13+ 1"896r/14- 0"5901r/Is
_ 0.590DII6 _ 0.240.3 + 0.240.4 _dl (5.7.3)
il4= 0"001201rh + 0"001475r/2+ 0"001475r}3- 1"228r/4+ 0"001475r/s- 0"002953r/]3+ 0.002953014
+ 2.456_hs _ 0.5901r/16_ 0.00120.3 + 0.00120.4 + d2 (5.7.4)
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Table 1. Assignment of the Primitive (Perturbation) Variables to the Fundamental Variables
_K 7 "-. Ul , 6K21 ".-:-118 , 6K22 ".-:-U9, 6K27 "..:- Ul0 ,
6n2, 2 "-- dl, 6n2,3 -" d2 ' 6n2,4 - d3 ' 6n 3 - a3 '
6Ill 5 --" O"13 _ 61117_1 --" U4 _ _I117_2 "-- 115 _ 6Ii17_3 "-- 116 _
6n27 -- °'17, 5N1,1 - r/2, 6N1,2 - _3, 6N1,3 - '74,
6N5,2 - r/s, 6N5,3 - 99, 6N5,4 - rho, 6N360 - r/_3,
6N36,4-r/16, 6P l-a2 ' 6P 5-a5 ' 6P12-ar '
5P24 - a14, 6P25 "- °'16, 6P35 - al, 6P36 - %1,
6T4 - ds, 6T5 - r/11, 6T7 - d6, 6T16 - %0,
6T36 - r/17, 6T38 -" d8, 67"36 "-- tY12, 6r37 "-- u3,
&v37 -- r/18,
6K28 - Ull, 6n I --" r/1 ,
81:19 _" r/12_ 6D'10_2 -- U2_
6D.17_4 "-" U7 _ 813,18 -- O.4_
6N1,4 -" 1"/5, 6N5,1 -- r/?,
6N36,2 - r/14, 6N36,3 -- r/15,
6P13 - as , 6P14 --" 0-9,
6T1 - ?6, 6T2 "-- d4,
6T24 - a15 ' 6T35 - a6 '
Vo - dz, 6V_ - r/19,
i/5= 0.0161"/1 + 0.01978'/2 + 0-01978r/3+ 0.1978r/4- 1.2097/5- 0.03958r/13- 0.03958714
- 0.03958r/15 + 2.509r/16 - 0.016103 - 0.9839a 4 + d3 (5.7.5)
1731.006 = 540.12r/1 -- 7121.0r/6 - 583.4a 3 + 2981a 6 - 648.8d I - 741d 2 - 742.4d 3 + 4080.0d 4
+ 60.0d5 - 133.3d6 (5.7.6)
2.00" 2 = 2437.0r/2+ 2437.0,/3+ 2437.0,14+ 2437.0r/5+ 692.1.0r/6- I01,460.08r/19 (5.7.7)
a 2-.08688a 3- a 5 = 0 (5.7.8)
07 = 0.3163r/2- 0.9127r/3- 0.9127r/4- 0.9127r/5- 0.93r/7+ 2.684r/s+ 2.684r/9+ 2.684r/io
- 0.7427_i2+ 0.7427a3 - 0.7427u2 (5.7.9)
Os = - 0.2949r/2 + 0.9341r/3 - 0.2949r/4 - 0.2949r/5 + 0.8673r/7 - 2.747r/s + 0.8673r/9 + 0.8673r/lo
- 0.24r/12 + 0.24a3 - 0.24u 2 (5.7.10)
09 = - 0-001475r/2- 0-001475r/3+ 1.228r/4- O.O01475r/s+ 0.004324r/7+ 0.004324r/8- 3.610r/9
+ 0.004324r/io- 0.0012r/12+ O.OOl2a3 - O.O012u2 (5.7.11)
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01o = - 0.01978'}2 - 0.01978_3 - 0.0197804 + 3.55605 + 0.0581807 + 0.0581808 + 0.0581809
- 3.556'}1o - 0.0161'}12 + 0.0161_, 3 - O.O161u 2 (5.7.12)
Table 2. Assignment of the Fundamental Variables to the Primitive (Perturbation) Variables.
dl -/5n2, 2'
dr _ Va'
_5 -- _N1,4,
_11 -- &T5,
'/17 - 6T36,
0.16 - 6P25,
0.9 - 6P14,
0.15 - 6T24,
ll 5 -- _i117,2_
un - _K2s,
d 2 _ 6n2, 3,
d s '-- 6T38 ,
r/6 --/STI,
'}12 "- 6n9,
_15 = _w37,
0"4 = 6n18,
¢rlo = 6T16,
0"17 = _n2r_
U6 -- _i117,3_
d3 -- _n2,4,
r)l -- 6nl,
_r =/5N5, p
'}13 = ¢5N36,1,
'}19 -- _V1,
a 5 = 6P 5,
¢Tll = _P36'
uI = 6K 7,
u 7 - 6n17,4 '
d4 - 6T2,
'}2 ":- 8NI,I,
'}s - 6N5, 2,
'}14 -- _N36,2,
al - 6P35 ,
a6 - _T35 ,
a12 -/_T36,
112 -- 6nlo, 2_
u s -"6K21 ,
d 5 -+-_ST4, d6 -/_T7 '
03 = diN1,2, '}4 = _5N1,3,
'}9 = _N5,3, r/lO= 6N5,4,
'}15 = _N36,3, '/16 = 6N36,4,
a 2 = 6P 1,
0.7 = 6P12,
013 = ¢_n15 ,
U3 --" _T37 _
119 -- _K22 ,
0"3 = _n3,
a s = 6P13,
a14 = 6P24,
U4 --"_lllr, l_
ulo -" 6/q.
588.6//11 = - 2981_6 - 3041.0r/n - 582.4ql 2 + 583.403 - 582.4u_ + 60.0d r (5.7.13)
i112 = 1.279 cs- 1.279 0.9 (5.7.14)
a5 - 0 t = 35.9r/1_ + 10,470u 1 + 35.9u2 (5.7.15)
0.r - 0.8 = 4"145'}12 (5.7.16)
0.6805 = 2437.0'} r + 2437.0r/s + 2437.0,} 9 + 2437.0'}1o + 235.4'}11 (5.7.17)
0.024020. 9 + 29.14010 - 0.024020.11 = 29.14'}11 + 92.48T/12 (5.7.18)
2.4570. 9 - 2.4570.11 + 54.190.12 = 92.48'}12 - 62.8201s (5.7.19)
i/18= - 0"4051'}18- 0.1725 0.12 "+"0"1725U3 (5.7.20)
- 20.2904 + 20.290.13+ 102.3o"15= 0.42_i+ I00.2'}1r (5.7.21)
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al 4 _ al 6 = 158.871 (5.7.22)
-- a 1 "b ff16 + 51"31a17 = 51"3171 + 658"3Ull (5.7.23)
- a 1 + a16 - 20.88a17 = 5874.0Ulo (5.7.24)
102.3% - 25.6601s + 9.15017 = 6.8771 (5.7.25)
- 16.26_ 4 + all + 16.26a13 - a14 = 16.2671 + 839.4u s (5.7.26)
all - 763.9a13 - a14 = 4.385u 9 (5.7.27)
a 4 = 0.01064a13 (5.7.28)
0.9987_rll = 2481.0713 + 2481.0713 + 2481.0714 + 2481.0Y/15 + 2481.0716 + 345.9717 (5.7.29)
013 = - 0-7472_1 + 0"93_7 - 2.6847s - 2-68479 - 2.684710 + 0.7427712 - 0.622713 + 1.837714
+ 1.837_1s + 1.837716 - 0.7472o 4 + 0.7427u 2 + u 4 (5.7.30)
014 = - 0.2471 - 0.8673q 7 + 2.747_ 8 - 0.8673ff 9 - 0.8673_1o + 0.24712 + 0.5901q13 -- 1.869_14
+ 0.5901715 + 0.5901q16 + 0.24a 4 - 0.76u 2 + u4 (5.7.31)
015 = - 0-001271 - 0.00433677 - 0.00433678 + 3.6179 - 0.004336_1o + 0.0012712 + 0.002951713
+ 0.002951_14 - 2.455_15 + 0.002951_16 - O.O012a 4 + O.O012u 2 + u 6 (5.7.32)
016 : -- 0-016171 - 0-05818_7 - 0.0581878 - 0.0581879+ 3.55671o+ 0.0161_12 + 0.03958713
+ 0.03958714 + 0.03958_15- 2.418_16 - 0.0161_4 + 0.0161u2 + u7 (5.7.33)
1213.0017 = - 8696.071 + 8696.0712 - 2981.0_17 - 8696.0a4 + 2981.0alo + 8708.0u4 + 8800.0u_
+ ll,060.Ou 6 + ll,070.Ou 7 + 0.08597d s (5.7.34)
all -- a 9 -- 40.6r/18 + 1.792712 (5.7.35)
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_/19 = d7 (5.7.36)
5.7 - THE STATE VARIABLE FORM OF THE LINEARIZED
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The equations are arranged compatibly with the symbolic form of the
primitive equations from section 5.1. To obtain the state variable representation of
the model (Equations 5.1.5 and 5.1.6), one can load the coefficients in the 36
equations from Section 5.7, (which are in the form of Equations 5.1.1 and 5.1.2)
into arrays A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, B1, B2, B3, and B4 in a MATLAB compatible
format for reduction to state space format. A compact MATLAB input form for
each of the matrices follows:
A1
//coefficient of d(eta)/dt for study condition 1.;
//25J189;
al=eye(19);
a1(6,6)=1731;
a1(11,11)=588.6;
a1(17,17)=1213.;
A2
//A2 for study condition 1.;
//24JI89;
a2(19,19)=0.;
a2(2,1:5)=<.7427,-.3163,.9127,.9127,.9127>;
a2(2,13:16)=<.633,- 1.826,-1.826,- 1.826>;
a2(3,1:5 )-< .24,.2949,-.9341, .2949, .2949>;
a2(3,13:16)= <-.5901,1.869,-.5901,-.5901 >;
a2(4,1:5)= < .001201,.001475,.001475 ,- 1.228, .001475 >;
a2(4,13:16) = <-.002953,-.002953,2.456,-.002953 >;
a2(5,h5)=<.O161,.O1978,.O1978,.O1978,- 1.209>;
a2(5,13:16)=<-.03958,-.03958,-.03958,2.509>;
 2(6,1)=540.1; 2(6,6)=-7121.;
a2(7,2:12)= <.3163,-.9127,-.9127,-.9127,0.,-.93,2.684,2.684,2.684,...
0,-.7427>;
a2(8,2:12)= <-.2949,.9341,-.2949,-.2949,0.,.8673,-2.747 ....
.8673,.8693,0.,-.24>;
a2(9,2:12)=<-.001475,-.001475,1.228,-.001475,0.,.004324,.004324 ....
-3.61 ,.004324,0.,-.0012>;
a2(10,2:12)=<-.01978,-.01978,-.01978,1.209,0.,.05818,.05818,.05818 ....
-3.556,0.,-.0161>;
5O
a2(l1,6)=2981.;a2(11,1i)=-304l.;a2(lI,12)=-582.4;
&2(13,1)=-.7472;a2(13,7:16)=< .93,-2.68,-2.684,-2.684,0.,..
.7427,-.622,1.837,1.837,1.837>;
a2(14,I)=-.24;a2(14,7:16)=<-.8673,2.747,-.8673,-.8673,0.....
.24,.5901,-1.869,.5901,.5901>;
a2(15,1)=-.0012;o.2(15,7:16)-<-.004336,-.004336,3.6I,-.004336,0.....
.0012,.002951,.002951,-2.455,.00295I>;
a2(16,1)=-.0161;a2(16,7:16)=<-.05818,-.05818,-.05818,3.556....
0.,.016i,.03958,.03958,.03958,-2.418>;
a2(17,1)=-8696.;a2(17,12)=S676.;a2(l7,17)=o2981.;
a2(18,18)=-.04051;
A3
//This is A3 for control study model 1.
a3(19,17)=0.,
a3( 1,1:2)= < 1.279,- 1.279>;
a3(2,3:4)= <-.7427,.7427>;
a3(3,3:4)=<-.24,.24>;
a3(4,3:4)=<-.0012,.0012>;
a3(5,3:4)=<-.0161,-.9839>;
a3(6,3)=-583.4;a3(6,6)=2981.;
a3(7,3)=.7427;
a3(8,3)=.24;
a3(9,3)=.0012;
a3(I0,3)=.0161;
a3(l1,3)=-583.4;
a3(12,8:9)=< 1.279,-1.279>;
a3(13,4)=-.7424;
a3(14,4)=.24;
a3(15,4)=-.0012;
a3(16,4)=-.0161;
a3(17,4)=-8696.;a3(17,10)=2981.;
a3(18,12)--.1725;
A4
//This is A4 for control study case 1;
//24J189;
a4(19,11)=0.;
a4(7,2)=-.7427;
a4(8,2)---.24;
a4(9,2)=-.0012;
a4(10,2)=-.0161;
a4(11,2)=-582.4;
a4(13,2:4)- <.7427,0.,1.>;
a4(14,2)=-.76;a4(14,5)= 1.;
a4(15,2)=.OO12;a4(15,6)= 1.;
a4(16,2)=.O161;a4(16,7)= 1.;
a4(17,4:7)=<8708.,8800., 11060., 10070.>;
a4(18,3)=. 1725;
A5
//This is A5 for control study system 1.;
51
//24J189;
a5(19,8)20.;
a5(3,1)=-1;
a5(4,2)=- 1.;
a5(5,3)=1.;
a5(6,1:6)=<-648.8,-741,-742.1,4080.,60.,- 133.3>;
a5(11,7)260.;
a5(17,8)=.08597;
a5(19,6)=1.;
B1
//this is the B1 matrix for the first control study model;
//24Jl89;
b1(17,17)20.;
bi(1,2)=2.;
51(2,2)= 1.;51(2,3)=-8.688e-2;51(2,5)=- 1;
51(3,5)21.;51(3,7)=-1;
51 (4,7)= 1;51 (4,8)=- 1;
b1(5,5)=.68;
b1(6,9)=.02402;bl (6,10)=29.14;51 (6,11 )=-.02402;
bl (7,9)=2.457;b1(7,11)=-2.457;hl (7,12)254.19;
b1(8,11)=.9987;
bl (9,4)=- 16.26;51 (9,11 )= 1 .;bl (9,13)= 16.26;51 (9,14)=- 1 .;
bl(10,11)=l.;bl (10,13)2-763.9;b1(10,14)=- 1.;
b1(11,4)=-20.29;b1(11,13)220.29;b1(11,15)= 102.3;
b1(12,14)= 1.;b1(12,16)2-1.;
51(13,1)=-1.;b1(13,16)= I.;51(13,17)=51.31;
51(14,6)-- 102.3;bl(14,15)=-76.64;bl (14,17)=9.;
51(15,4)= 1.;b1(15,13)=-.01064;
bl(16,9)=-l.;bl(16,11)=1.;
bl (17,1)=-1.;b1(17,16)= 1.;b1(17,17)=-20.88;
B2
//this is b2 for the first control studies model.;
1/24JI89;
52(17,19)=0.;
b2(1,2:6)2<2437.,2437.,2437.,2437.,692.1>;b2(1,19)=-101460.;
b2(3,12)=35.9;
b2(4,12)=4.145;
b2(5,7:11 ) = <2437,2437,2437,2437,235.4 >;
b2(6,11)=29.14,
52(7,12)=92.48;b2(7,18)=-62.82;
b2(8,13:17)=<2481,2481,2481,2481,345.9>;
b2(9,1)=16.26;
b2(11,1)=.42;b2(11,17)=100.2;
b2(12,1)=158.8;
b2(13,1)=51.31;
b2(14,1)=-6.87;
b2( 16,12)= 1.?92;52( 16,18)=40.60;
B3
//this is b3 for control studies model 1;
52
//24J189;
b3(17,11)=0.;
b3(3,1:2)=<10470,35.9>;
b3(9,8)=839.4;
b3(10,9)=4.385;
b3(13,11)=658.3;
b3(17,10)=5874.;
B4
//B4 is empty
6 - SOME PROPERTIES OF THE LINEARIZED STATE VARIABLE MODEL
With the primitive form matrices available for manipulation via MATLAB,
the determination of the linear state variable representation coefficient matrices is
quite straightforward. SVD analysis shows both A1 and B1 to be maximum rank,
and the resulting A, 9, C, 9, _, and _r matrices in Equations 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 are
quickly generated. For a system of this size, the specific numerical values of any
element is of tertiary significance, and thus the presentation of these matrices is
relegated to Appendix 3. However, an item of great interest is the eigenvalues of
the state coefficient matrix, A:
EVV =
1.0D+04 •
-5.266821895634872
-0. 021360198075745
-0. 003977263492918
-0. 003977263492918
-0. 000459990795721
-0.000459990795721
-0. 000093892720314
-0. 000021248217594
-0. 000366233205798
-0. 000365106096282
-0. 000365101237584
-0. 000366233205798
-0. 000365106096282
-0. 000365101237584
0.000002445599342
0.000000294968294
-0. 000000000002605
0.000000027480837
O.O00000000000000i
O.O00000000000000i
0.009552095834877i
-0.009552095834877i
0.000120566056909i
-0.000120566056909i
-O.O00000000000000i
-O.O00000000000000i
0.000176262166536i
0.000173786717458i
0.000173829082129i
-0.000176262166536i
-0.000173786717458i
-0.000173829082129i
O.O00000000000000i
O.O00000000000000i
O.O00000000000000i
O.O00000000000000i
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EVV(continued)
0.000000000000000 O.O00000000000000i
It is seen that the four left-most eigenvalues axe greater than 39.0 in
magnitude, suggesting that a representation of 15th order (a reduced order
representation) should be acceptable for control studies. The remainder reflect
dynamics which will require at least 2 seconds to play out, and which may be very
important to the determination of the feedback control structure. One should be
mindful that the very small (but non-zero) eigenvalues might be due to numerical
error in the computational finite arithmetic, but a singular value analysis indicates
that in this case the small but non-zero eigenvalues axe in fact just that, and the
plant is very mildly (slow dynamics) unstable about the prescribed experimental
operating condition. This conclusion is consistent with the physical nature of the
o
system. To further understand the dynamic behavior of the model, it is important
to reformulate the model into smaller individual subsystems, the canonical basis.
We employ the Real Jordan canonical decomposition.
6.1 - A REAL JORDAN CANONICAL FORM OF THE LINEAR STATE
VARIABLE REPRESENTATION
For systems of this dimension, the Jordan canonical decomposition is of
great value to gain insights into the system behavior (see Brogan, 1985). In the
classical Complex Jordan canonical transformation (JCT), one can investigate the
system in the canonical state, which is characterized by
where
z(t) = M.lq(t)
_._(_) = ^qcj(t) + B.I,,(O + CJ_(t)
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MJ is the Complex Jordan modal matrix (CJMM) (generally complex)
_j(t) is the Complex Jordan state vector (generally complex)
A is the Complex Jordan eigenvalue matrix (CJEM) (generally complex and
sometimes
diagonal but often having some ones in the first superdiagonal)
BJ = M J-19 (generally complex), and
CJ = MJ- xe (generally complex).
Often the JCT is satisfactory, but in the present case the JCT produces a
CJMM requiring thirty-eight (38) columns to present, half of them imaginary. By
employing a real Jordan Canonical transformation (RJCT) (see Takahashi,
Rabins, and Auslander, 1970), one can obtain a nineteen column Real Jordan
Modal Matrix (tLIMM) MR and a Real Jordan Eigenvalue Matrix (P,AEM) ER. If
any entry in A is complex, then the Real Jordan canonical state vector differs from
the Complex Jordan state vector, although they are related. In the sequel we
employ the asymmetric Real Jordan Eigenvalue Matrix (RJEM) form (Takahashi,
et al, 1970). To denote this case,
z(t) = MRq(t)
where _(t) = ERq(t) + BR_(t) + CRd(t)
MR is the Real Jordan modal matrix (real)
ER is the eigenvalue matrix (real and tri-diagonal possibly with block
asymmetry; in some cases having some ones on the superdiagonal just above
the diagonal)
BR = MR- 1_ (real), and
CR = MR- le (real).
Four forms of the Real Jordan Transformation axe available (Takahashi, et
al, 1970, and Siljak, 1986. In the version we use here Takahashi, et al, 1970), the
resulting Real Jordan Eigenvalue Matrix is tri-diagonal and block asymmetric. The
real part of each of the complex Jordan eigenvalues appears on the diagonal, and
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the negative imaginary part appears above the diagonal while its negative appears
below the diagonal. Here, to save space, we present the blocks concatenated in a
two-row, nineteen column matrix;
DBER =
1.0D+04 •
Columns 1 thru 4
-5.266821895634871 0.000000000000000-0.003977263492919 0.009552095834876
0.000000000000000 -0.021360198075745 -0.009552095834876 -0.003977263492918
Columns 5 thru 8
-0.000459990795721 -0.000120566056908 -0.000093892720314 0.000000000000000
0.000120566056908 -0.000459990795721 0.000000000000000 -0.000021248217594
Columns 9 thru 12
-0.000366233205798 0.000176262166536 -0.000365106096282 0.000173786717458
-0.000176262166536 -0.000366233205798 -0.000173786717458 -0.000365106096282
Columns 13 thru 16
-0.000365101237584 0.000173829082129 0.000002445599342 0.000000000000000
-0.000173829082129 -0.000365101237584 0.000000000000000 0.000000294968294
Columns 17 thru 19
-0.000000000002605 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000027480838 0.000000000000000
The associated Real Jordan modal matrix is
MR =
Columns 1 thru 4
0.021374485835695 0.984576311054076 -0.222861859233880 0.322197951244839
0.487360549065908 -0.001955648123576 0.005816754894363 -0.003751480241953
0.157488261878300 -0.000631875128675 0.001879634406395 -0.001212404055158
0.000787441309857 -0.000003163992840 0.000009401663918 -0.000006061316275
0.010564837649393 -0.000041386247457 0.000125394594452 -0.000081420370778
0.221177235667850 0.000096446984620 0.002584220507461 -0.001201962066472
-0.487360123124829 -0.000868067795239 0.001402104579983 -0.000485856568940
-0.157488125006523 -0.000280512407754 0.000453080327699 -0.000157002400103
-0.000787440784020 -0.000001402604758 0.000002265548592 -0.000000784867518
-0.010564828397520 -0.000018823588278 0.000030396185574 -0.000010523959557
0.650447775541264 0.002825999155352 0.010702876866564 -0.012052105651288
0.051688720402714 0.172709078715878 -0.381326891771549 -0.833086493557783
-0.000000412153971 0.002844266330721 -0.007234575766325 0.004234483907949
-0.000000136513800 0.000911896962854 -0.002332320942123 0.001369490254180
-0.000000000675574 0.000004561937004 -0.000011663425357 0.000006847095427
-0.000000009161841 0.000061206155787 -0.000156484554555 0.000091864777795
-0.000034465044499 0.027550330062014 -0.071485556002443 0.039486759722147
0.000000302667457 0.000249544898103 0.001859344897543 -0.002002273880364
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
0.023978462944404 0.029493847479883 -0.002568503774483 -0.170333623713372
-0.007084457634296 0.025311329129724 0.016182368235621 0.009271856159084
-0.002320135705025 0.008169161137254 0.005169242141229 0.003569791470073
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MR(continued)
-0.000012098438914 0.000040819503345 0.000025905961077 0.000017923850718
-0.000164258756038 0.000533867262298 0.000362212241106 0.000196493162171
0.202604293203552 -0.038048117289116 0.171601361074757 0.040494054146723
-0.025478334763020 -0.049290720473403 0.003741219057719 -0.001732833228306
-0.008215011499415 -0.015943111731417 0.001181558255228 -0.000352542308634
-0.000041406652986 -0.000080134199729 0.000005911968398 -0.000001727130129
-0.000538211083104 -0.001067719061769 0.000086347194217 -0.000039178193928
0.523635785674718 0.769014585609127 0.196136838947666 0.108489631181109
-0.138683675631643 -0.172002174168538 0.022504076070899 -0.168037356184343
0.032485032408920 0.023965232663896 -0.019631368541019 -0.010424941737283
0.010534793286127 0.007773824942749 -0.006350693074713 -0.003131532280652
0.000053380935448 0.000039173375510 -0.000031773551538 -0.000015571595920
0.000688589834673 0.000528457533651 -0.000409479782940 -0.000234635785042
-0.132208556882285 -0.134156712888075 0.436058794716317 0.092275627607291
-0.011987363542998 -0.008688571309677 0.008888177603467 -0.952601895329476
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 9 thru 12
-0.000434549338021 -0.002365889272441 -0.000168637166761 -0.000007487154907
-0.333604970041021 0.083748057550945 -0.324410007385080 0.252277615693271
-0.110676221670387 0.011827578249793 0.323082733665237 -0.252065311662433
-0.000539486289905 0.000137051277497 0.001166063755237 0.000071652116033
0.450460633757361 -0.098016095540404 0.000216340950950 -0.000110198673781"
0.004695728699299 -0.012815136031644 -0.000845902687344 -0.000564650385160
0.069447849286962 0.234874927207185 0.183247014243786 0.225511990573353
0.011517247536669 0.078290731338212 -0.182999358919719 -0.224609147353368
0.000113388994367 0.000379988557379 0.000033286646231 -0.000825646783815
-0.076749231164386 -0.311843457165495 -0.000080476569712 -0.000151242264971
-0.020268951933378 -0.038544150768501 -0.002726952896061 0.000813576716260
0.002413053767813 0.013556551929108 0.000966820438091 0.000050523205025
0.264173290919339 -0.318691699740971 0.141231439230398 -0.477511486074352
0.099126440708361 -0.089963600874162 -0.140083367030527 0.476674545754798
0.000425958175786 -0.000516962540559 -0.001199002422559 0.000753955953713
-0.362464456254652 0.405204053935332 -0.000130725847818 0.000257469144136
0.015262522898163 0.006277594254333 0.000560853205478 -0.001209068228379
-0.000309454575899 0.001037430467572 0.000066645761575 0.000037619146834
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 13 thru 16
-0.000078989144497 -0.000001534446000 0.002127499073159 -0.001249937877648
0.009929433211928 -0.373765232568121 -0.118764556142297 -0.857448582488209
0.014324858119588 -0.064326976103987 -0.013039260699884 -0.001038607482383
-0.024252456132820 0.438160068345558 0.000108773981237 0.000877705234494
0.000038235837291 0.000031136207611 -0.850335665841901 -0.000277775049492
-0.000397613710317 -0.000268080980026 -0.004624688434761 0.003685286338719
-0.264356820743857 -0.001438689585612 -0.041878623768547 -0.291430937702131
-0.045696087138582 -0.009178093458171 -0.005138670800554 -0.000385007648221
0.310129833762039 0.010607832143095 0.000035151784017 0.000299289112009
0.000019931422614 -0.000028474169719 -0.287200647192445 -0.000097086177615
-0.001259213077060 0.000467889438399 -0.001593536101620 0.002980417496428
0.000452642963183 0.000012798653809 -0.003764851461600 0.002041513814356
0.254464536530617 0.375231370860600 -0.056307401242189 -0.423848960773323
0.031371215925709 0.073505078970693 -0.005299944868085 0.001312670859152
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MR(continued)
-0.285862028060663
-0.000057032339740
0.000298663976310
0.000031581325941
0.000000000000000
Columns 17 thru
0.000016412362758
-0.668318523019703
0.534857523446167
-0.001354064207911
-0.000041012067976
-0.000059372032713
-0.227253876620181
0.181877033253038
-0.000460405901928
-0.000013694027642
-0.000060628271828
-0.000026516334553
-0.333067189232513
0.267615210333714
-0.000675540588126
0.000000040019953
-0.000183998003297
0.000051731173235
0.000000000000000
-0.448637501247626
-0.000002070183515
-0.000615576198059
0.000016846781909
0.000000000000000
19
0.000023656694458
-0.634070002293218
-0.000070529334320
0.574758903861677
-0.000014753075049
-0.000023887458395
-0.215654455358315
-0.000038953357662
0.195499349292086
-0.000006059271029
0.000031561837089
-0.000038039401422
-0.316633187948755
0.000074545807038
0.287443866902551
-0.000000005204576
-0.000145735125755
0.000074082924124
0.000000000000000
0.000061912601134
-0.418055811773158
-0.018368371512324
0.006360851231764
0.000000000000000
0.000000051400872
0.950909182004328
0.307243950675371
0.001536156292617
0.020611724800414
0.000036634532086
0.000000533624518
-0.000000411699438
0.000000001131302
0.000000000197389
0.000070776809305
0.000000051505625
0.000000776667388
-0.000000607552454
0.000000001651331
0.000000000125281
0.000070773448986
-0.000000100483148
0.030751715660749
0.000448816238949
-0.000015706546943
0.012426412413986
-0.003909868113154
0.000000000000000
The rows of MR show how the Jordan canonical state variables contribute
to the descriptive state variables. As an example, it is clear that Jordan state 19
solely determines descriptive state 19 (the volume of the upper chamber). All the
others are not so clear-cut, and this is generally the case. Another item of interest
is the influence the individual processes of the primitive form have on the Jordan
elements, and how the descriptive state variables contribute to the Jordan
canonical states.
The first question is not so easily answered, and strictly involves (1)
perturbing the coefficients of the individual process equations one at a time, (2)
constructing the A 1, A 2, ... and B1, B2, ... , (3) constructing A, and (4) obtaining
the Jordan elements, for each perturbation; a very large task which in some cases may
be well worth the effort.
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The second question is much more easily addressed; one needs the effective
inverse of MR, MRNV.
MRNV =
1.0D+02 *
Columns 1 thru 4
-0.000000079360991 0.004058094461690 0.004058094461691 0.004058094605937
0.011027036117855 0.046300274368076 0.046300258010397 0.046300248492862
0.004303637906307 0.133032132081097 0.133032326987938 0.133032162106799
0.000330492422439 -0.047947626278134 -0.047947545627571 -0.047947473501417
-0.000028472726969 -0.021029860724648 -0.020986976831392 -0.021038110671024
-0.000064132701893 0.003434273108404 0.003446348835286 0.003424352323812
-0.000051803236422 0.017930573774850 0.017974005745429 0.017960546499401
0.000011053728587 0.000799112951901 0.000806778357354 0.000803074701879
-0.000000014223569 -0.000174749685292 -0.000181435760722 -0.000176206203828
-0.000000001495674 -0.000051705146068 -0.000052420806710 -0.000052802519075
-0.000000029038514 -0.003065888425097 0.009491348409376 -0.001254296004910
0.000000062645297 0.000496610685218 -0.001505837137098 -0.000107602331880
-0.000000000083374 0.000009059687593 0.000003534084696 -0.006296304394037
-0.000000000178431 -0.000004170475201 -0.000037576131655 0.010064370948144
0.000000003635636 0.000001036616354 0.000001080948813 0.000001074283795
0.000000069891068 -0.006362957631631 -0.007960180072798 -0.007016244971145
0.000000002864779 -0.000000794483606 0.010158017373222 -0.000000532029538
-0.000000000084737 0.000009776455899 0.000036147127610 0.009464088565077
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
0.004058094394871 0.001152686400887 -0.011935557140388 -0.011935557208376
0.046300285905894 0.013265246187142 0.057116207072712 0.057119033703496
0.133032135860233 0.037911355587235 0.160928666851032 0.160928822588576
-0.047947738407967 -0.014374467244194 -0.061640535666758 -0.061658213660490
-0.020691099176059 0.034921422890468 -0.011098488099617 -0.011227956679605
0.003803974812573 -0.027779428033610 0.007250430113147 0.007259378246052
0.017254737184331 0.008719287158453 0.027215376969202 0.027225627932003
0.000712572446781 0.000002971673030 0.000813120253453 0.000819460384678
0.010710862653134 0.000000005468609 0.000270145171574 0.000282356727909
0.003122887569759 0.000001590921333 0.000349617405094 0.000360623476204
-0.000063017657065 0.000003234124340 0.006737159169779 -0.020841670347579
-0.000314719087115 0.000000103145409 0.003360182233558 -0.010450036641585
-0.000001308118171 -0.000000011508949 -0.000023667284594 -0.000060026655955
-0.000000122913299 0.000000038795494 -0.000004712455155 0.000068936054341
-0.006360029205293 -0.000000008741358 0.000003202670888 0.000003247885522
0.000998588949181 -0.000000040047863 -0.006361272919333 -0.007962328802177
-0.000151815240640 0.000000000005285 -0.000000794104094 0.010158017537432
-0.000000656698796 0.000000000012694 0.000009772131394 0.000036148699686
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 9 thru 12
-0.011935557213817 -0.011935556727441 -0.001153018373085 -0.000000248506030
0.057116497941355 0.057116149439601 0.005877579478471 0.002019520710580
0.160928817515437 0.160924826314253 0.015481543135955 -0.004711091034897
-0.061642367708082 -0.061639763771372 -0.008191542717668 -0.009418427332986
-0.011069980331601 -0.012388839824255 -0.001926214702688 0.000040158286908
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MRNV(continued)
0.007268062053405 0.006569233515909 0.013288497480227 -0.000100749151063
0.027218872955276 0.027057618485695 0.006410068997662 -0.000068165259628
0.000816391908286 0.000741546948676 0.000011816052571 0.000010907601423
0.000271282179571 -0.016734526561433 0.000000402932000 -0.000000012114450
0.000353721933110 -0.021552321505284 -0.000000127640973 0.000000002118973
0.002311184512667 -0.000328079037130 -0.000000279987031 -0.000000021340049
0.001988447601716 0.000713091713345 -0.000000818879114 0.000000058911711
0.026630590408530 0.000002490265615 0.000000016567716 -0.000000000077779
-0.010920585174335 0.000001975484830 -0.000000000840476 -0.000000000095633
0.000003240250745 -0.006484464908057 0.000000131861654 0.000000001504711
-0.007016128237641 0.001017945335061 0.000001063842386 0.000000054453148
-0.000000531650199 -0.000151814857910 0.000000000007851 0.000000002793429
0.009466197440280 -0.000000663357369 -0.000000000410084 -0.000000000055846
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 13 thru 16
-0.000000010232328 -0.000000010240033 -0.000000010228713 -0.000000017134799
-0.133980202090320 -0.133980287282974 -0.133979525845905 -0.133998944505850
-0.382771126779035 -0.382771142181409 -0.382771042151076 -0.382774278702508
0.140439624292678 0.140440163283337 0.140435389120294 0.140557461037831
0.050451431376845 0.050422807895227 0.050432091026318 0.051033750070013
-0.012030447082541 -0.012061160764686 -0.012023977207041 -0.012278165752610
-0.054798544384965 -0.054723502606230 -0.054788422679860 -0.054926300217334
-0.002087890892367 -0.002079371998441 -0.002084544597349 -0.002155565300914
0.000165692758078 0.000170723208760 0.000167688144985 -0.010289394705628
-0.000133847727189 -0.000139761062420 -0.000134412953131 0.008450891278060
0.001550864973431 -0.004810297437559 0.000936745540861 0.000361908678533
-0.003270455776704 0.010134931293734 -0.001127783648698 0.000159967277918
-0.000001985481366 0.000033805350703 -0.005522465530611 0.000000996741591
0.000011478775925 0.000028203612623 -0.012696905624139 -0.000001209177829
0.000001608382963 0.000001652255851 0.000001646354553 -0.006529960873376
-0.006372995381737 -0.007968303847082 -0.007028360747631 0.001016652104691
-0.000000373998128 0.010158437949212 -0.000000111581489 -0.000157015973551
0.000009801360430 0.000036169084491 0.009466914237013 -0.000000654927085
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 17 thru 19
-0.000000029080641 0.000000000245057 -0.168951276001464
-0.018977198942561 -0.000484003880011 -1.927626665785087
-0.053399192557579 0.005275456198033 -5.538549285503272
0.021447381911251 -0.000419192722920 1.996212015962940
-0.008633654390757 -0.000567608615953 0.874873693278677
0.003955724022687 0.000950500410444 -0.143355254541355
0.012028361877980 0.003266159255409 *0.746547286512787
0.000030505602496 -0.010457639483299 -0.033288760591338
0.000000086887107 0.000000133434329 0.000046090546549
-0.000000466753684 -0.000000087561853 0.000032058549404
-0.000000879334351 -0.000000076367255 0.000079066352446
-0.000000214565499 -0.000000832746981 -0.000094870844419
-0.000000000258151 0.000000001592361 -0.000000055535734
-0.000000009969529 0.000000000864010 0.000001721555178
0.000000375872476 0.000000597411480 0.004219980627829
0.000002758842500 0.000018968559298 0.275968582994403
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MRNV(continued)
0.000000012863846 0.000000924297613 -0.101363240880237
-0.000000005200491 -0.000000021013929 -0.001135783570108
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.325185108704812
The rows of MRNV show how the descriptive states map into the canonical
states, e.g., a zero element shows that the corresponding descriptive state does not
influence the canonical state. Again the graphic example of the present MRNV is
that only descriptive state 19 influences canonical state 19.
To a large degree, one can anticipate control problems by surveying the
rows of BR.
BR =
1.0D+04 •
Columns 1 thru 4
0.000033277765579 0.000130878405621 0.000000000000423 -0.000000002189992
-0.270436643730725 -0.001556613041551 -0.000000834906693 -0.002702155264034
0.630868324901464 0.000400677767752 0.000009100161942 -0.007661183393029
1.261233848115660 0.005022089592311 -0.000000723107447 0.002944081335121
-0.005377648405604 0.000112434200427 -0.000000979124863 -0.000115286695586
0.013491449792794 -0.000157447850720 0.000001639613208 0.000163672815156
0.009128098531653 -0.000304870438139 0.000005634124716 0.000315518061785
-0.001460651086450 -0.000013335794888 -0.000018039428109 -0.000018688943660
0.000001622261810 -0.000001712921902 0.000000000230174 0.000001663165115
-0.000000283754463 0.000001430941848 -0.000000000151044 -0.000001371985030
0.000002857673731 0.000048166826014 -0.000000000131734 0.000015445523242
-0.000007888943861 -0.000101336533629 -0.000000001436489 -0.000032719961200
0.000000010415520 -0.000000338031286 0.000000000002747 -0.000000019873346
0.000000012806328 -0.000000281318062 0.000000000001490 0.000000114072057
-0.000000201497800 -0.000000041532455 0.000000001030535 0.000000043067321
-0.000007291891854 0.000079545751508 0.000000032720765 -0.000063531899403
-0.000000374071657 -0.000101582365427 0.000000001594413 -0.000000002816499
0.000000007478451 -0.000000361385178 -0.000000000036249 0.000000097640266
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
-0.000000002212125 -0.000000002753828 -0.000000002585545 -0.000002306030737
-0.002716549374846 -0.003070115293947 -0.002915425499070 -0.115956370297978
-0.007701684171251 -0.008696589808871 -0.008260800240074 -0.045287281245884
0.002960353494491 0.003359902480967 0.003186078615706 -0.003461762875487
-0.000122121126643 -0.000282886159496 -0.000206405283429 0.000208279141379
0.000166365897709 0.000240438774433 0.000205611919625 0.000747435461862
0.000325391392126 0.000548848521515 0.000449299274094 0.000514396152568
-0.000018580617742 -0.000018063978837 -0.000019023159875 -0.000116123010280
0.000001713535522 0.000001684803720 -0.000102886733922 -0.000001067549952
-0.000001431472392 -0.000001386687617 0.000084470164144 -0.000000353921731
-0.000048166767799 0.000009287278674 0.000003546086811 0.000000039440308
0.000101333746768 -0.000011297400332 0.000001581860128 -0.000000066100955
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BR(continued)
0.000000338034779
0.000000281312863
0.000000043791131
-0.000079482891612
0.000101585312731
0.000000361313563
0.000000000000000
Columns 9 thru
0.000000016497528
-0.000012689405687
-0.000004786497825
-0.000000451242909
0.000000508824808
-0.000000307751985
0.000000218150669
-0.000000013315908
0.000000006374565
0.000000001932760
0.000000001422565
-0.000000003168099
-0.000000000010540
-0.000000000007410
-0.000000003808865
0.000000002811293
-0.000000003010574
-0.000000000010687
0.000000000000000
-0.000055224678844
-0.000126969965252
0.000000050735183
-0.000070032059265
0.000000000057096
0.000094668668195
0.000000000000000
II
0.000146339651628
-0.587192408382382
-0.225134351923371
-0.019419884191736
0.005825476261093
-0.000000023556181
0.003841121645717
-0.000589886727719
0.000000760192096
0.000000275993849
0.000001949313747
-0.000003332452360
0.000000003033222
0.000000014310614
-0.000000195215325
-0.000003737018697
-0.000000152974373
0.000000004526379
0.000000000000000
0.000000009945985
-0.000000012919422
-0.000065268404811
0.000010395552737
-0.000001569091814
-0.000000006981002
0.000000000000000
-0.000015732112866
-0.027037126660512
-0.011004316774894
-0.000606243705685
-0.000413131342874
0.000539977992367
0.000005690443116
-0.000026959915354
0.000000034562735
-0.000000018337603
0.000000026034463
-0.000000153983516
0.000000000362044
-0.000000000101466
-0.000000008733001
-0.000000169650612
-0.000000006976594
0.000000000206182
0.000000000000000
0.000000002912779
0.000000003334174
0.000000690081205
-0.000001288497919
0.000000545544026
0.000000002955551
0.000000000000000
If the entries corresponding to a canonical block are all zero, then that
canonical state cannot be influenced by any of the control variables and it is said to
be uncontrollable. If, in addition, the uncontrollable block is not stable, then all
descriptive states which are influenced by the unstable canonical block cannot be
controlled. If all entries in the set are not zero, but all have very small values, then
one is faced with a condition of poor control authority, and the hardware
realization of an effective controller system is likely to be difficult.
CR =
1.0D+02 *
Columns 1 thru 4
-0.004490135441989 -0.004551532285346
-0.051272234744203 -0.051978785422193
-0.147241967372107 -0.149261113285390
0.003563924216883
0.040613319299609
0.116779093121188
0.002716903821848
0.031266438153402
0.089357787865926
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CR (continued)
0.053335271998474 0.054100841628481 -0.041785235726328 -0.033880893331203
0.007897999840441 0.006089078688449 -0.035662322704087 0.082310459499198
0.006965721013476 0.008467361236503 0.015713341388969 -0.065476641465701
-0.021242101359759 -0.021693066305532 0.013516676525586 0.020551526058053
-0.000807892176801 -0.000804346804545 0.000711298455703 0.000007004289984
0.000181433711021 0.000176203862846 0.010710860308677 0.000000012889615
0.000051824509910 0.000052121483427 0.003122205523126 0.000003749831911
-0.009492560598788 0.001252911553069 -0.000064404164098 0.000007622892726
0.001505798476935 0.000107558177780 -0.000314763306762 0.000000243115696
-0.000003529771001 0.006296309320745 -0.000001303184149 -0.000000027126812
0.000037561590629 -0.010064387555574 -0.000000139545383 0.000000091441720
-0.000001077672445 -0.000001070541827 -0.006360025457770 -0.000000020603548
0.007960195083228 0.007016262114685 0.000998606118169 -0.000000094393576
-0.010158017375203 0.000000532027276 -0.000151815242906 0.000000000012456
-0.000036147132368 -0.009464088570511 -0.000000656704239 0.000000000029921
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000039954467968 -0.169040041511134 -0.000117535002353 -0.000000000002061
0.000459800561079 -1.928648189364952 0.000599141638988 -0.000001344987463
0.001314085115675 -5.541468744601931 0.001578138953716 -0.000003784607242
-0.000498248431341 1.997318957894570 -0.000835019645022 0.000001520058881
0.001210447933812 0.872184481452392 -0.000196352161334 -0.000000611900468
-0.000962891786260 -0.141216029956213 0.001354586899106 0.000000280357456
0.000302228324383 -0.747218737106791 0.000653421916173 0.000000852496513
0.000000103004264 -0.033288989432478 0.000001204490578 0.000000002162050
0.000000000189553 0.000046090125425 0.000000041073598 0.000000000006158
0.000000055144587 0.000031936036514 -0.000000013011312 -0.000000000033081
0.000000112101364 0.000078817300583 -0.000000028540982 -0.000000000062322
0.000000003575231 -0.000094878787391 -0.000000083473916 -0.000000000015207
-0.000000000398924 -0.000000054649459 0.000000001688860 -0.000000000000018
0.000000001344731 0.000001718567633 -0.000000000085675 -0.000000000000707
-0.000000000302993 0.004219981300979 0.000000013441555 0.000000000026640
-0.000000001388141 0.275968586078390 0.000000108444688 0.000000000195530
0.000000000000183 -0.101363240880644 0.000000000000800 0.000000000000912
0.000000000000440 -0.001135783571085 -0.000000000041803 -0.000000000000369
0.000000000000000 0.325185108704812 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
7 - AN ELEMENTARY CONTROL STUDY
The purpose of this report is to present the details of generating the
mathematical model to be used in investigating the control problem of a CGRC. A
commensurate presentation of the full investigation of the control problem will
require a report of similar magnitude. However, it is desirable to present a
sufficiently detailed control study to illustrate the use of the model.
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STATEMENT OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM TO BE INVESTIGATED
The positive eigenvaluesof the matrix A reflect a clearly defined problem
with the model behavior. If intervention via the control variables is not invoked,
the eigenstates will tend to go to infinity with time, and thus all descriptive states
which are related to the canonical states (via the mapping MR) will tend to go to
infinity with time. Thus, it is necessary to manipulate the control variables in such
a way that the resulting controlled system will have no eigenvalues with positive
real parts. In the following, we demonstrate a procedure for choosing feedback
control so that the canonical state having the most positive eigenvalue (eigenstate
15). Left to itself, this eigenstate (qls(l)) will tend to infinity according to e°'°24st
(coefficient of t is rounded). The Science Advisory Working Group did not address
the question of dynamic properties requirements, so we have no guidance from that
source to help with the choice of parametrization of the dynamic properties of the
controlled system. Arbitrarily, we select the criterion that the dynamics of
eigenstate 15 should decay according to e-it and ask what feedback control m= lis
will provide the desired behavior. The first question is "does a/¢ exist such that we
can obtain this behavior?" If the answer to the first question is "yes," then the
second question is "will the gain matrix K have impractically large elements?" (as a
rough rule of thumb large gains are difficult to attain and are thus undesirable).
The procedure we will demonstrate is due to C. Blackwell (1991) and
distributes the burden of assigning the new eigenvalue among the control variables
according to the control authority of each individual control variable. In this way,
the wasteful assignment of load to a control variable with little authority is
avoided, advantage of a control variable with high authority will be taken, and
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those control variables having equal authority will be weighted equally. The
fundamentals are relatively straightforward.
For the case when all disturbances are zero, the dynamic equation of
canonicalstate 15 is
qls= _ls qls + bqsx
where bqs is the fifteenth row of B//. By using a control law which relates • to qls,
tt -- /:15 q15
we make the dynamics of q15 dependent on q15 only
/hs = 'Xls qls + bqskas qls
or
qls = ('_ls + bqs_s) qls
We now select kas to be related to brls in a very useful way:
= brls'/11 rls II5
and this choice gives us a very simple expression for the dynamics of qls
qls = (Als + a) qls
Now suppose we would like the controlled system to exhibit dynamics
¢is = _ _s ¢ls
then we must have
which tells us that
= Xis - _ls
Now we know _s" In terms of the entire canonical state, what we have done is
represented by
where
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Kq=[O{ _ {01
(k,s is in the fifteenth column). Kq is the canonical state g_n matrix.
g_ns on the descriptive states, one uses the fact that q = MR- I,. Thus
To find the
K= KqM£ -1
NUMERICAL DETAILS
The following is an edited MATLAB dialog transcript of the process of
finding K. The sequence of MATLAB transactions follows the sequence which was
followed in the preceding explanation. The object is to change an eigenvalue so
that it has a desirable value.
<>
lml5=er(I5,15)//It is also equal to DBER(I,15).
LM15 =
0.024455993417775
<>
L15=-I.O//We want to replace LM15 with this value.
L15 =
-1
<>
alph=ll5-1ml5
ALPH =
-1.024455993417775
<>
BR15=BR( 15,1:11);K15=ALPH,BR15'/(NORM (BR15),.2)
K15 =
0.004845071804937
0.000998659667081
-0.000024779501890
-0.001035565963037
-0.001052970165541
-0.001219941869759
1.569397322971582
-0.016593198483799
0.000091585233884
0.004694007912200
0.000209987492911
<>
KQ(11,19)--0;KQ(I: 11,15)=K 15
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Kq =
Columns 1 thru 4
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 9 thru 12
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 13 thru 16
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.004845071804937 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000998659667081 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.000024779501890 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.001035565963037 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.001052970165541 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.001219941869759 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 1.569397322971582 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.016593198483799 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000091585233884 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.004694007912200 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000209987492911 0.000000000000000
Columns 17 thru 19
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
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KQ(continued)
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
<>
K=KQ,MRNV
K =
Columns 1 thru 4
0.000000001761492 0.000000502248067 0.000000523727462 0.000000520498212
0.000000000363076 0.000000103522694 0.000000107949998 0.000000107284390
-0.000000000009009 -0.000000002568684 -0.000000002678537 -0.000000002662022
-0.000000000376494 -0.000000107348461 -0.000000111939380 -0.000000111249173
-0.000000000382822 -0.000000109152609 -0.000000113820685 -0.000000113118879
-0.000000000443526 -0.000000126461169 -0.000000131869472 -0.000000131056378
0.000000570575775 0.000162686293142 0.000169643817340 0.000168597811167
-0.000000006032683 -0.000001720078092 -0.000001793639821 -0.000001782580424
0.000000000033297 0.000000009493875 0.000000009899895 0.000000009838853
0.000000001706571 0.000000486588537 0.000000507398228 0.000000504269663
0.000000000076344 0.000000021767647 0.000000022698573 0.000000022558616
Columns 5 thru 8
-0.003081479818114 -0.000000004235251 0.000001551717042 0.000001573623857
-0.000635150464878 -0.000000000872964 0.000000319837824 0.000000324353227
0.000015759835571 0.000000000021661 -0.000000007936059 -0.000000008048099
0.000658622976893 0.000000000905225 -0.000000331657696 -0.000000336339970
0.000669692100514 0.000000000920439 -0.000000337231689 -0,000000341992656
0.000775886592043 0.000000001066395 -0.000000390707231 -0.000000396223154
-0.998141280880727 -0.000001371866426 0.000502626311729 0.000509722284378
0.0]0553322696618 0.000000014504709 -0.000005314255372 -0.000005389280912
-0.000058248476228 -0.000000000080058 0.000000029331736 0.000000029745836
-0.002985402741147 -0.000000004103200 0.000001503336249 0.000001524560034
-0.000133552658766 -0.000000000183558 0.000000067252083 0.000000068201534
Columns 9 thru 12
0.000001569924753 -0.003141769809613 0.000000063887918 0.000000000729043
0.000000323590773 -0.000647577356628 0.000000013168492 0.000000000150269
-0.000000008029180 0.000016068181044 -0.000000000326747 -0.000000000003729
-0.000000335549338 0.000671509114729 -0.000000013655144 -0.000000000155823
-0.000000341188736 0.000682794808768 -0.000000013884639 -0.000000000158442
-0.000000395291755 0.000791067024432 -0.000000016086355 -0.000000000183566
0.000508524084486 -1.017670186760809 0.000020694332727 0.000000236148934
-0.000005376612375 0.010759801328062 -0.000000218800660 -0.000000002496797
0.000000029675912 -0.000059388123522 0.000000001207658 0.000000000013781
0.000001520976263 -0.003043812958480 0.000000061895965 0.000000000706313
0.000000068041213 -0.000136165652891 0.000000002768930 0.000000000031597
Columns 13 thru 16
0.000000779273095 0.000000800529824 0.000000797670602 -0.003163812931494
0.000000160622719 0.000000165004128 0.000000164414789 -0.000652120855186
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K(continued)
-0.000000003985493
-0.000000166558665
-0.000000169357928
-0.000000196213372
0.000252419191705
-0.000002668821775
0.000000014730413
0.000000754976236
0.000000033774031
-0.000000004094208
-0.000000171101992
-0.000000173977612
-0.000000201565609
0.000259304590911
-0.000002741620928
0.000000015132224
0.000000775570204
0.000000034695306
Columns 17 thru
0.000000182112913
0.000000037536868
-0.000000000931393
-0.000000038924074
-0.000000039578250
-0.000000045854257
0.000058989325709
-0.000000623692659
0.000000003442437
0.000000176434837
0.000000007892852
<>
19
0.000000289450152
0.000000059661075
-0.000000001480356
-0.000000061865899
-0.000000062905646
-0.000000072880728
0.000093757597701
-0.000000991296726
0.000000005471407
0.000000280425421
0.000000012544894
-0.000000004079585
-0.000000170490874
-0.000000173356223
-0.000000200845685
0.000258378442745
-0.000002731828787
0.000000015078177
0.000000772800130
0.000000034571386
0.000016180917780
0.000676220522043
0.000687585398181
0.000796617267732
-1.024810311378582
0.010835293686337
-0.000059804799384
-0.003065168800599
-0.000137121011261
0.002044610915727
0.000421432444888
-0.000010456901794
-0.000437006830286
-0.000444351370026
-0.000514813105746
0.662282630030616
-0.007002297615535
0.000038648791279
0.001980862245636
0.000088614315217
//Check to see that the K just computed does generate the desired eigenvalue
AC=A+B,K;EIG(AC)//AC is the state coefficient matrix of the controlled system
ANS =
1.0D+04 *
-5.266821895634869
-0.021360198075745
-0.003977263492918
-0.003977263492918
-0.000459990795721
-0.000459990795721
-0.000021248217594
-0.000093892720314
-0.000100000000000
-0.000366233205798
-0.000365106096282
-0.000365101237584
-0.000366233205798 -
-0.000365106096282 -
-0.000365101237584 -
0.000000294968295
-0.000000000002605
0.000000027480838
0.000000000000000
<>
//The result confirms the
<>
exit
0.000000000000000i
0.000000000000000i
0.009552095834876i
- 0.009552095834876i
- 0.000120566056908i
0.000120566056908i
0.000000000000000i
0.000000000000000i
- 0.000000000000000i
0.000176262166536i
0.000173786717458i
0.000173829082129i
0.000176262166536i
0.000173786717458i
0.000173829082129i
0.000000000000000i
0.000000000000000i
0.000000000000000i
0.000000000000000i
correct execution of the procedure.
(END OF MATLAB SESSION)
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One can easily confirm that the eigenvalue .000002445599342 does not
appear in the list of eigenvalues of the controlled system, and that an eigenvalue
with value -1.0, the value which was desired, has appeared. All the other
eigenvalues are unchanged. No element of the gain matrix is appreciably greater
than 1.0 which implies, as a course rule of thumb, that one may expect to
encounter no difficulty in accomplishing the eigenvalue change. The basic
procedure is seen to be simple, but a negative side is that to change other
eigenvaiues by this method will require successively obtaining the RJCT after each
reassignment and repeating the process we have demonstrated.
Several matters of interest are spawned by this demonstration. One is that
literally all 19 states must be known and 165 gain elements are required to set this
eigenvaiue. However, good results can often be obtained by setting relatively small
gains to zero, thus not requiring full state feedback. In the present example, it was
found that setting all gains to zero except those having order of magnitude one
reassigned the target eigenvalue to a stable value, but it was not -1.0. Also, many
other eigenvalues were changed, but none changed to unstable values (compare to
root locus principles). Another matter of interest is the behavior of the volume
change descriptive state (the nineteenth state). This state is not controllable since
its only influence is the glove manipulation disturbance (note that this state is
connected only to the nineteenth canonical state and that the last row of BR is
zero). This might appear to be a problem for system control, but it is not in fact.
If, for example we replace V with P as a state, we find that all nineteen states are
controllable.
7O
8 - CONCLUDING REMARKS
The principal thrust of this study was to begin familiarization with the
control problem specific to a CGRC system. It was brought to the point of
displaying the system characteristics which are relevant to the control problem. A
number of processes to make the control problem study meaningful are illustrated,
but not all the actions which should be taken were done in this study. An
important example is that the system lineaxized state variable format model
matrices should be balanced to maximize numerical effectiveness and to make
physical judgment as effective as possible. The modal matrix is normalized,
however. A serious study should include both these important enhancements in
preparation for the control law synthesis.
The control synthesis demonstration is very elementary, but it suffices to
demonstrate that the local stability problem is resolvable via straightforward
multivariate means. Although canonical space eigenvalue placement was used in
the demonstration, alternate choices such as linear quadratic regulator synthesis or
minimum norm gain matrix synthesis could have been used. To describe the full
control study will require an additional report which is based on the contents of
this report but which is dedicated to the synthesis activity. The uncertainties in
the model are yet to be characterized, and as a consequence, robustness
considerations cannot be brought into the control design process at this stage.
Because of the dynamic dimensionality and the hypothetical nature of the object of
the study, it is not certain that any significant constructive purpose can be served
by further addressing the control problem via this model. Stated differently, the
resource might be better expended in the design of the control system for a model
which is generated from a more completely defined physical system.
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A Moclellng System for Control of
the Thermal and Fluid Dynamics
Of the NASA CELSSCrop Growth
Research ChamDer
Ann L BlaCt_Vell ann C C. BlaCKWetl
01nmm a _mm_ F_FIm_
Tho _ of Tim at Anm_n
ABSTRACT
The Crop Growth ReseL-ch Chamber (CGRC), which
is being aeve_ol_ uneer the ControU_d Ecololpcad Life
Support Sys*em pm_ _t NASA Atom l_mm_h
Cenuer. will be opernted to support I on the growth
dyeamsc.I of crops of higher pIuU within • domed°
p recuety controlled environment. The CGRC is the first
m • sexes of instrumenu which will be incorlmrLtecl into
biores_.nerotive life support systems for Iplu:e ha_J_tKts.
The dyulc pCOClmll_ Of the therml_ _d _nld portx)_ Of
the CG_C a_e profoundly coup_,_J with these of the pialsta
and there is strong tenon to befieve the conmdmtion of
_hese lur.er•ccmml is n/ in order ra_ delign t C(_]t.C
which wJii support sonnet resesurch.
In this paper we nescnt)e the modetieg system which
we have devemBea for the therm*. And fluid dynlumjci of
_he CGRC. The banes of the modeliu_ system •re
symix_i¢ represents•runs of the tndividusd p/ which
•re mduded in the representaMoa. The system includes
:he pisxt growth thinner, the RJISOCII_sd control system
components •nd the control devices. An example of the
deriv•tion oi the dynam,c equ&tmns of the sylte1111 from
_be symboih: mocleiing sysum is presen_M.
AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT of the ControlLed
Eco/o_c_ Life Support System (CELSS) Prosrsm &t
NASA Ames _mrcn Cen*er st the development of a crop
growth reselurcn chamoer (CGR.C). This CGRC ¢on.,n8 •
pi*._t gl_wth chml)er (PGC_ requmng • pmels_y
controlled intern*, environment. The CEL._ proKnum and
;is recent sea*us are aescnPed in (1].
The CGRC is one o1" • sequence of physicaJ devices
which •re to De deveioOeO unuer the CELSS pro_rom.
!outing eventually to fully cycling biore_enerotlve life
support systems for sp•r_ or planetary habitats i2]. It will
be useG tO COnOUc_. tess•ten or_ the growth o( crops Of
nigher Plants from seen to maturation employee s stringent
control o( _li environmental parameters qe.g., li_htinS_o
_empernture. _¢mosDner_c oxygen, carbon dioxide
concentruttons, humidity, and pressure, nutrient solution
:emperature. ton &na disJolve(_ oxygen concentrations. •fig
pressure) which _fect the productmn of blomam, oxygen,
8_d trsm8pirod wster vapor, and the consumptmn of
rJLrboe dioxide, liquid wauero and nu_nen*s by the planM.
Know6odl_t of the 8_tumOlOl_ of the crop plant popnita_ons
to be used in J CELSS will permit utiJimlam8 of the
CELSS plaint growzh unit u • m-ltipie input-multiple
output (M|MO) Life iupport syiMml componeot whose
fulsome _md perfom-nce can be vsurmd u needed by
• pp_c_tion of the •ppropriste control sir•tolD'.
The prototype chaumber unit cur_,mtiy under
dev_opmemt is i precumr to • spdu:o-he_d unlt (C_,OP)
ibm wdl be cadla_le of conducting expenmemy_ on the
effect of the 8pace environment on the growth of p|amt
crops. It il desimJe to reKuiade envlronmentld conditmns
within the i_b*.led unit to the 8me despree of accuracy
u tbes_ wlY, hin the Kr_und*btaled unit in oroelr to sepmte
the effect8 of flight mmmon vsrmbJes, pnnapaJly gravity.
from the effects o( controllable envtronmenlJd p_ramererx
on plant growth reslm_tN. SuK&,_ted ucUJa.-y nses of the
ChlUmbers m tO "develop" control syst4mts, to viVid•to
modehl of plant growth And system operation, to explore
the development of expert systems for operetmn of plane
lirowth devices, and to exptore the use o( s_om•_on •no
robo_es ud other devicos to 8eve humu i•bor" [3].
Both the ground-b*.md and the space-b*.md uet. will
be duis_ned to provide environments/ conditmes that •re
indemmdent of these of the ambient enmmnment. WhLie
the Sl_cm-bued unit _d follow-on vermont of the
prototype grouud-bued unit will be closed with respect to
the exchange of m_;erie_8, the ioit.d ground bued unit
will emuIMe closure by including sufficiently i0Xll_l Itorsqes
end sinks of m•_enab which reqmre removW or
repienmhment during particular pnua of plant growth.
Tolerance speci/_c•tions (or envtronment_d varl•bles
for the ground-heed •nd spa_-bue4 unllm were
developed •nd modified •t wortshons held in September
1984, April 198& &na June 1988 (4. _l. The tolerances on
enviroemenud v•ri•blel •re described in i6] •nd •re _lven
in Tzbie 1. The CGRC differs (rom other piaJ_t I_rowth
chambers described in the literature i? • 12! in size. cle_ree
of m&_maJ clo_ure, tightness of controt. •ha numoer oi
controlled enwronment_ v•r_soies.
,o73 PRECEDING P_GE BLANK NOT FILMED
TABr._- 1. Timlmee _mremelu for the
ulolphe_ _b in the s_ mine of t_ _lxt
_o_h -ham_ of t_ N_A CE_S C_ Growth
_ur¢ _" C i I" C
_ive hum_ity _ +
_ d_e _ p_ ± O_
s-zs_ i s_
]qltnqxn 78-05% .4. 8_
G_ p_n_ _ Ha O _ _w
_ty O_ m eec "a i (i)
p_ flux ± 10 pm_m m "s i "s
Su_ile _m_u_urm _ wm_m_nm + T C
d_ proamm of t_ t_ _ fl_
_ t_ CQKC m p_n_y eou_ _th t_ of
_u swd tl s. nine mm _ i t_
of ti inw_._om b _ _ _ to
a GG_ w_ _ *up_ mid m_. F_
cue d com_ _e_0 pr_ _ p_tm
_ m_ of caat_ _mm on t_ me of
_nl mm_.
__ of _ of u _y amt_
m_i of t_ d_mml _ of
_. Du _ _ur_al, unel_/n_m, or
t,, pb_ or, _ _m_i_m _ /
compmeuu_ pun_e coetmi my fail to provide
_el. in t_ _ s_ounm wiult_
eoat_ _- a mm_nl "_ _m _ ml_ b
w_J etst_dJed to have h_y redltead N_it_iiy to
_ _u_ of _i_ cmiwl cu _ _m_
which w_U provide sud_ dmimbb e_unn _m
which campu_tkm b provN_ for di_urbuem ud for
uu_ or _ _t_ of _u of
emit_ _miam.
Unit i_ the CGRC _ m mast
I. t_ _g coln_ml_ _lm in.lint _ty of
m_i_ _ptm of t_r _ _.
8_t7 lo a _, i_. _ si_tm of t_ _
_tktu An el Ice of the ii I el
the _4_mumeu_ v_ _u in T_ 1.
For z p_t _h unit o_llfing u a _ng
_m, th i- im_l pmm_ _uudJ on the _i_n of
t_ _u _t I_ v_ from demi_ _ v-_uw. For
• it _h u-lt _ u the MIMO t_l
pmrfOl_uCe pith, t_JJ i=_ pl_ocr_bed bcluodl OU
of the 8_uei system vu_Am frmn the dmirod
tm_u_ry between init_d ud Go -i lumts. A co_ir_
provJdm/fllty u defined b _ to be a m6m
euit_ for . the s_ lub_ to the s_
_mt_ _iq_. p_ or _-p_ent_, We
_ _ Zm_h /_, smuhoum, _mJ
lie Up [9, 11, 12. 14 - 23 I. Them eont/
Ii h_ i / il _ i II or,
Mm depend u_ rome form of_ alu_ lu_
_ _um. It b _ t_ s _uit
noah m_ / by nun _l tnl_ l, hut tt b It
i ks w/II i i m-k_v_ or Wl
future s_ _im _ _u_ mniq. K It
_i i I a at_ I thai miuim* fitl or
no humnn ill. ill I _ the eli _ the II
I sys_m, • _ plire for tb Ill of n
eos_ _ i _.
I ill /_1 I i Ill /
i of i ill of i C_ I+i.- i P_C /
_ d_mu of t_ met_ Wsum. Tie
il i wl I be / for ti
COLIC b _ u_m tin pkUoeophy th_ • _ whJr.b b
_ am_ _ dip i olt i wkich
ili ph_ ia m Ii in i
mmi _ _ w_ i _uie _ t_
i_ _ emn_ _. of eoei_ _ i_
emu_ i t_ _rmen_Im of _ _.
i dicu_ i Ill.
Apptm, r._ w _ eoet_ t_ usde_ eummt
i II . (1) g. mull 14], (1) /
I nil Ol I i i I
(26], (4) vm'bb&t _ctnm _th _ng m_i (VS/SM)
(2_J,_ (s) L_unov theor_ _ m,sbo_ (28].TI_
b mired tou_,d t_ u_ of (8), a mmbodok_
w_ _m _ b alolt prmn_| br tb t_ of
eumun_ t. _ _ _ C_S _ppUcst_.
ram_ of _ i _i of L_nuov
i_ _ meChod# o_ robus_ cmi_ _ cu
fold i lill ud Ill.
T_ pu_uee of t _- _ b _ Wuuirute t_ _m_
to Lk8 derh_tiom of a enmtlmmom time itaZe vstlsble
fonul mmZ_ madel for u0e iu devdopinl s robust
eomCrol h_w forthe CGRC.
SYSTEM D_C_ION
_pmeat of s system to axst_ the
eu_t_nmeo_ cou_us within the PGC of t_ CQ_
in_ (1) t_ _ of _ompoNot d_ (i_
mint ememdmm"
Fig. 1. Conceptuai model of the Plant Growth Chamber sad •tmcopheri¢ control system of the NASA
CELSS Crop Growth _ Chamber.
actuatom) which will affect the environmental variables
that are to be controlled. (2) tbe selection of component
devices which will provide suitobie measures d the
environmental vmriablm (i.e. menmurmuent Jumtrument8),
sad (3) the deveiopmeat of control allpm_thum which
utilize the outpu t- of the meuuremeut instruments to
provide the necommry combinations ud time sequacing of
inputs to the sctus_on so that the r_lnired _anm
characteristics of the environmental vezh_Jes within the
CGR,C _ met.
Fig. I is • representation of the arrangement of the
components hypothesized for control of the atmcophere of
the phmt growth ch&mber. The plant, receive radhtat
energy from s light source adxv*e the chambe_ (not
shown). Water sad nutrients are supplied to tbe roots by
means of • nutrient delivery system that is _y
imi&ted from the chamber ntmmpbere. Air flow into the
chamber is mmumed to be sufficient to _ure that uniform
conditions exist in the ntmospberic control volume within
the chamber sad surrounding the plant canopy control
volume. Gueou exchlmge of carbon dioxide, water vnpor
sad oxygen occurs between the canopy sad the
ntmmphure.
Air eaters neat the top of the upper chamber and is
thoroughly mixed with the air in the upper portion of the
chamber. The _ulting mixture flows between the we/Is
and the baffle formed by the phmt support surfam into
the lower portion of the chamber and then into the
ductiog locau_ nee: the bottom. A HEPA fdt_ is
provided to remove pazq_uhttm from tbe air u it le*vm
the chamber. Air flow out of the filter is affected by the
controUaJbJe orifice flow mre_ of •vaive. A portion of the
sir flow is diverted, by means of • controllable flapper
valve ud fan, into • Ku sepa.rsmr which removes excess
oxygen or c&rbon dioxide. A cantrifuua/ pump (blower)
serves to compensate for pressure loemm within the system
and provide the required air movement within the system.
MaJteup gues are injected into the flow stream to
1075
msmt_n the required atmospheric composition. A portion
of the flow is diverted through • dehumidifying best
exchunger, where the condensate is removed from the
system. Two vathtbie flow nr_ orifices awe present, one
sag& in the flow path thcoush the dehumidifier sad in the
paursiicl bypus. The orifice flow m are vutisbic in order
to rnguiste the muss flow ratio of the paths. The air in
the two flow psths is mixed sad flows through • section of
ductin|. A portion of the flow is diverted through either •
beater or • caofielg hast exchuipur. Three vezinbic flow
uru orifices axe present one each in the flow l_th throush
the cooling best exc/umKer, the heater sad the psJndJel
bypass. The orifice flow ureas a,re yes.hie in order to
rquinte the mass f_w ratio of the paths. Since meeting
pet'formlulce specific&gioe is ¢oesidmNJd p4u'nJIsSouet to
economic constr•htts in th;- dseiEn concept, two
independently controiiod heat exchsmlgers sum utilised in
humidity control sad temperature repJ_ion. The flows
m mixed ud flow thmulgh the ducting to the chamber
inict.
The tuk of modeling the procemms which affect the
dynamics of the therm_ environment of Kreenhouus,
piut growth chambers, livestock homm8 sad confined
spaces hu been mtdreseed [9. 11. 12. 14. 18. 19. 31 - 3T].
The proceums ineluded in the model depend upon the
mmumptions of importoace of sach proems in determinieg
the dynamic8 of intermt for the psrticuhLr system being
modeled. While the physics of the promcses which hnve
been ineluded in there models s,m •pplicsble to the
dystamice of the CGKC, they do not include nil the
proc_cem necesea_ to 8_couet for the dynamics of the
v_hLblce of intemt in the CGKC.
In the foflowinK sectinm, we describe the mmumptinas
which we have made concerning the function of each
componmtt of the CGKC sad the physicad sad biophysical
procesem which we hypothesize to contribute 8iKnificsatJy
to the thermal sad fluid dynammJ within them. In this
formuJ_ion, we consider the scsasrio in which the PGC
coet_u • crop of ptuts forming • ciom_ cLnopy ud the
ryrtem go_ is to msintsie temperature, relative humidity,
prmure, carbon die, de coneentration 0 oxygen
concentration, sad mean sir velocity in the chamber
within set toierunces Lbout cons•u• oper&ting posts.
MODELING PROCEDURE
The process of atsthematie.si modet devek_mest is en-
hsacod by the preiiminuy formuicMoa of • symbolic
model of the system. The symbolic model is • schematk
representa_l_a of cutch of the generic ehnmmud physical
sad biokN0ced process which m to be included in the
mathem&ticsi model sad the meaner in which these
procma_ inter.or in the pstt_ul_ system being tu_lyced.
The m•themat_.ad equstmn8 describing these elemental
procemms sad the structure of their inteructioe8 combiH
to become the msthemstiad model of the dynamic
behavior of the system. Other symboJo_es have been used
for developing models of en_ncering syctems for control
system sLudiss. Theme ieelude linear graphs sud circuit
diagrams [38. 39] ud bond graphs [40, 41). In th i* I_Per
we present the symboiogy of the modeling system which
we have developed for the thermsi sad fluid dynamics of
the •tmolpheric control system of the CGKC.
ASSUMPTIONS- Some mumptions •re made in
order to _chieve the minimum compicxity model for the
current sasiysis. These ulumptions mey be modified u
more specific detsiis of the system become nvsihubJe.
(1) Leskqe from the system is nqJ_bic.
(2) The sir in the system consists solely of eitcoSe=,
oxygen, water v&por sad cnzbon dioxidc ud behnvce ea
an idea/Su.
(3) The bounds_'_ of the system includes the PGC sad
the elements of the enviconmen.d contcoi syeurm.
(4) The sir ducts of the system are perfectly insuis_d.
Thermsi Wt&nco of the sir duct wsdia is nqfigibio.
(S) Distributed pheaomeen lure adequateiy reprceented
by lumped modets.
(6) The radisat eneqD' source consists of hunps (-nd
their u0ocia_ reflectors) which produce
photoeynthcticsfly active rodistion (PAK) u well u long
wave radius nneqgy. Control of the radhmt energy
intenmty at thn camopy level frequency content, sad
sequencing (i.e. effective photoperiod) is unoffectod by
PGC procmson. A subeUmtisi portion of the ions wave
_t energy produced by the rsdhmt energy cource in
the 2800 nm to 100.000 nm ranKe is absorbed by • liquid
w_u_l|i--- filter [42]. The w•ter in the filter is cooicd by
a cepstste control system which msintoins the v_tor at n
prescribed temperature.
(T) The control system for the nitrolgen gu bhmkct
which cepsrsum the inner wail8 from the exterior wsfia of
the P(]C is 8_le to maintain the tomperstore of the inner
ws_J at • pnmcribod temperature above the dewpmng of
the chamber aSr.
(8) The cs_opy pn_mmm8 of trLnspiration, photo-
syethenw, photorcepil_tion sad msintenuce respiration
m the only ca•spy procomm of signiflgance for the time
sr._e eonsiden_ in this model. (See Fig. 3.,3 in [43J.)
Growth is neKJi_ble0 i.e. the LeAf c_rbohydrste pool u
defined in [44] is un infinite source/slek. Simiinriy, there is
Ln infinite water source for interned water usocisted with
the phmt.
(9) The pinat popuintion can be modeled by al;-
grqgsting the sum of indivldusd pisag p_ sad their
interactions into a sini0e cLnopy procecs. The cLnopy
biomam is sufl_cleegly |0_'Ke to affect the fluid ud thermad
dynamics of chamhe:. The conditions within the chamber
affect the physioloKic_ dynamics of the canopy.
(10) A nutrkmt delivery system in the Lower chamber
is msistsiHd st fixed temperature slbove the dew point of
the chamber sir. There is no" mater.d intorehuse
between the nutrient delivery system sad the chamber sir.
Water sad' nutrients ue delivered to the pJsnta at the
idea/ concentrstion, pH sad pre_ure. Dynamics of
nutrient delivery ud piss• uptake sad trsal_cation are
nqJiKibic.
(11) The flow rats8 sod entrsnco tempemturm of the
working fluid in the hm_ exchsmKers _re msint_ned by
sepantte control systems whose dynamh= are negl_ible.
(12) An infinite sink exists for the removtd of gum
sad condensate.
(13) An infinite source exists for the addition of guns
&od w0.ter vKpor.
(14) The dyeLmiCS of sir diversion from the rosin flow
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Fig. 2. Conceptu *i model of the Plant Growth Chamber and atmospheric control system of the Crop
Growth R_esearcn Chamber indicating points and flow path desiKnationa for symbolic modelin s. Points are
indicated u encircied numbers. Flow paths are shown u numbered arrows. Arrows indicate the direct,on
of usigned possuve flow.
path. gu separation, component gu removal and reintro.
duction of the diverted gas snto the ms, n flow path can be
neglected. The process cu be represented by
instut&neous remora/ of the gu component from the
main flow stretUl_t.
{15) The dynamics of source Su or water vapor in-
jection are nqiigible. The process ca= be represented by
insumtsmeous Lddition of the gas or vnpor to the ms--,
flow stream a_ s prescribed temperature.
(16) Flows are turbulent but fully developed.
(17) Other than in the blower, incompressible flow
relationships are adequate to describe system proceesee.
ASSIGNMENT OF POINTS AND FLOW PATHS --
Fig. 2 represents the conceptus/ model of the CGRC with
the points and flow pLths needed for the modetint
symboio_y usigned to the system. A point is the Iocatmn
at which _i the variables representing potenti_ with
respect to L t_xed reference within • designated volume
may be usumed to be concentrated. Point numbers are
shown encircled. Flow paths represent the constitutive
relationships (processes) which occur between pomt8.
Flow paths are shown which arrows indicating the flow
direction which is umKned n positive vs/ua. Path
numbe_ 8_e not circled.
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS - The symbol.
OlD" for the constitutive relationships is representative of
proamsos between and at points, in muy c_u_s, the
symbol represents aKKressted phenoment_ i.e. tots/ molar
flow rates.
Storages -- We account for molar storaKes and enerlD, stor-
in the system. FiK. 3 illustrates the molar stor_e at
point 1. The symbol illustrates the rate of change of upper
chamber atmospheric mass u s function of molar /low
rate into the chamber throul;h flow path | (from the
atmospheric control system) (n I) and flow path 2 ('from
the plant canopy, through gueous exchange of the
products of transp,rattou, photosynthesis, photoresplration
and mluntenLnce resptrnLion) (n2) and molar flow r•te out
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of theupperchamberthroushflowpath3 (to the
asmwp/_ric _utmd ej,esam) (as) ud flow path 2 (to the
phmt cuopy, tbrOulib I_eeome ezchmnp of the reacuLnu
for phm4osyutbeeiu, pbot_eepirl_iol said rnslat4msuee
mpirution) (u=). S_t mcd_r Jtonq_ in the r_,Jsem
e loc_4d at points I (upper chamber atmosphere), 2
(phmt rJmol_), 6 (kn_ur cbaumber stmoephm), 16 (blower
eutrum), ud 36 (Ipu meupply ch_mbez). Within the
pitat canopy, mohu 8torqpe is composed of throe
sub•torN;m: sulNtomstad cavity (lpumogs pr_/ucts) (po_¢
2). _ ¢a_rbobydrsse pool (point 46), aumd iuteelud piut
wue_ pool (point 44). (Poinu 46 tad 44 ore not shown
on Fi_. 2.) The remsiuint small smotau of mohu. s_
in the system one |umped into theme st_-sps.
n 3
A] _ Ul "0" U 2 kTet o_ sa 2 -- uS
Fit. 3. Symbedo87 and s_unpte equta_on for
nore4;e procemms. The procom is UJustrttod (or the
moi_r storqe st point 1 on Fil. 2. Moi_ flow _ n_
repreeente the sum of _11 a_moepberic spoons in thst
/low. F)ow pub arrows indic•at the dire_ion of
uaiped peGitive/low.
F'q. 4 illustrstee the enerlD' storN;e sL point 1. The
symbol il|ustra_m tbe raze of chuKe of upper chamber
LY_Saspbe_ eaeqD, a_ • fun_ of ntbadpy flow rate j-to
the upper chamber _moepbe_ thmulh flow p_h 1 (from
tbe 8_mmpber_ cutrd 0yN4nn) (!_2) tad Ikn, pub 2
(from the plut ctaopy, tbrtash pmow exchulp of the
producta of t_0 photoeymthesis, photomepir•ticm
ud msinumtaee reep6rs_no) (_r_), eatbaJpy flow rs_e out
of the upper chsml_w stmmpkeee ¢hn)ugh/low path 3 (to
the a_meepMuric control m_ums) (]_$) tad flow paLh 2 (to
the phmt cmeopy, throuKh |aumous _Ke of the
rescumta for pbotosyntbeUJ, phouxreepirst_on ud
msinumuce nmpir_oa) (1_1_), hm_ me.tier into the
upper chamber &tmospbem from the phutt ctaop¥ (_)
ud from the walls tad iil_bU (C_m). tad week (PRY1)
done &t Che moving bounduy (lllOVe por_). Tbme
s_ are _ st point• l (upper chamber
atmeepbere), 2 (phmt cuopy), 5 (Jower chlumber
atmeepbere), IS (blower entruce), 8rod 36 (Sea reeuppiy
chamber). Au addJtJooad euml_ storsse within the pltat
csoopy repreeenU enerl_ etorsKe umxu•&ecl with the
chemic_ bonds in the leaf carbohydrate (punt 46).
JVJeebu_ca) ener_7 s_oT_se occurs a_. I_nt 37, is Uiustrateci
in Fig. 14. _nd is dbscuued in conjunction with blower
C.
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Fi_. 4. SymbolOlU, and sample equation for enerl_
stor84_e procesm_. The process is illustrated for the
enerlW ttors4_ LL point 1 on Fi|. 2. Flow puth Lrrows
i_dicoze tbe dJree_Jou of usigued positive flow.
lnertsn_ -- We account for toted fluid inerti_ within the
systenl by lumping adl iner_uc_ effects into two fluid
iuerttam, one in etch section of the control system
between the blower ud the PGC. FiS. $ illustr&tee fluid
ineruumce located between points 13 _nd 14. The rate of
cbtage of the molar flow rate between points 13 ud 14
(rig) is propor_onad to the toud pressure difference
between poiuU 13 "nd 14. A simila_r proems m Jocated
between p_nu 3.5 ud 3.
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'_t = _ (P13 - P14)
Fig. 6. Symbolosy and umpJe equation for fluid
inenunce proceesee. The process ks iilustrL_,cl for fluid
inertunce between points 13 ud 14 on F'iK. 2. Arrows
indicate the direction of uaiped poeitive flow.
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Pine _ -- We account for total pressure losses due
to friction in the ductwork (constant area) within the
system by lumping "11 constanL area friction effects into
two friction Io_ processes, one in each sect*on of the
control system between the blower and the PGC. Fig. 6
illustrat.-, pipe friction located between points 12 and 13.
The tot_ pressure difference between points 13 and 14 is
proportional to the square of the molar flow rate between
points 13 and 14 (ne). The friction factor is determined
by the duct aus_ar.e and the Reynolds number. Effects o(
fittings and bends are included in equivalent length. A
similar process is located between points 24 and 2`5.
8
Mw__.___'
P12 - Pi3 = _ 2 PI2 A._ %2
Fig. 6. SymboioKy sad sample equation for pressure
chuges due to pipe friction for consV_nt area, single
phase flow. The process is illustrated for friction
between point 12 sad 13 on Fig. 2. Arrows indicate
the direction of acsigned positive flow.
Flow _ and _ - We account for toUd
pressure chamKes due to flow division sad flow merging.
These proces|es occur in the section of the control system
involving dehumidification and temperature bldsncmg.
Fig. 7 illustrates flow division between poiols IT and
po|nls 18 and 19. The total pressure difference between
point 17 and point 18 (or between point 17 and point 19)
is s bilineer function of the molar flow ram (n!4) and
(n16) (or (n14) and (n15)). The weighting of each term
(at.2.3) is a function or" the splitter geometry. A similar
process is incited between pedals 2`5 sad points 26, 27,
and 28.
Fig. 8 illustrates flow meqpnJc among from pmnls 22
and 23 to point 24. The tot-' pressure difference between
point 22 and 24 (or 23 and 24) is z bilinear function of the
molar flow tames (n21), (n22), and (n23). A corr_ponding
process reiames the flows through points 32, 33, 34, _nd
3,5.
Sudden _ -- We account for toUd pressure
changes due to sudden iocreamm in crees *e_ional flow
ereL Fig. g illustrates sudden expansion from point 3 to
point I. Pressure change varies u a function of the
square of the molar flow rate between points 3 and I (nt).
Similar processes are located between points 8 sad 9, 14
and 13. and 16 and 36.
Sudden Contraction - We _ccount for tot sl pressure
changes due to sudden decreases in cross sectional flow
area. Fig. I0 illustrates sudden contraction from point ,5
to point 6. Pressure change varies u s function of the
square of the moiar flow rate between points ,5 and 6 (US)
and u & function of the upstreazn and downstream duct
diameters. Simitar processes are located between points
I0 and 11. and 13 and IT.
14
_ = (-_-)= - ,_ (-_):PI7 PIg _._1_= { a: A: s A: s
- "3 ( ne_._._u_)]
A:s At4
hi4 = flit + nil
HI4 i' = Hll I + Hll I
Fig. 7. SymbololD' and sample equations for flow
splitting process. The process is illustrated for flow
splitting between point 1T and points 18 and 19 on
Fig. 2. Pressure relationship from [4`5]. Arrows
indicate the direction of assigned positive flow.
Flow through an Orifice- We account for total pressure
changes due to flows through orifices. Fig. 11 illustrates
flow through sa orifice between points 1! and 12.
Pressure drop across the orifice vsuries u • function of the
square of molar flow rate between points 11 and 12 (n?).
For a circular variable diaaneter thin plate orifice K i cam
be approximated .s • quzdcatic function of the orifice to
duct diameter. Similar processes are located between
points 21 sad 22. 20 and 23, 31 and 32. 30 and 33, and 29
and 34. All of these orifice areac *re shown as varisJ_le.
These orifice areas are available ac system control inputs.
A similar process occurs between points 1 sad `5 around
the pimst growth platform which forms . baffle between
the upper and lower regions of the PCC. In that cruse, the
orifice are* is fixed.
Flow th_ulh K Porous _ -- '_Ve Lccount for total
pressure changes through the pLl"ticuiate filter. Fig. 12
illustrates flow through • filter between points 9 and lfl.
The pressure difference between points 9 and 10 is
proportional to the square of the molar flow rate between
points 9 and I0 (n6), Filter porosity may decrease as
material accumui•tes within the £]ter.
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r'24 - v23 = _l_-J'4_[", (_)'_ _ ('_I,)_
n2j I n22 .4- B_I
14_s" ffi Hn" + Hu"
Fig. 8. Symbology sad saUmlMe equsUoas for flow
merging procem. The procces is iUuutrt_Jd for flow
merging from points 22 ud 23 to point 24 on Fig. 2.
Preuure reintionahip from [45|. Anow8 indicate the
dlmctwn of a_igned I_ei_ive flow.
!
V3-V 1 ffiMW'[pl--_A- p3A-_-_,J u,'
Fi$. 9. Symboiogy and mustpte equation for sudden ex-
p_uN_on procces. The procmm is iUustrosed for sudden
croa sectioned flow ar_ eXl_nSJon from point 3 to
point 1 on F|S. 2. Arrow8 indicate the direction of
assigned positive flow.
Gu Removal- We account for the removed of exceu
ntmoepheric Sum from the sysunn. Fig. 13 illustrates
seisctive remov_ of S_ from the system at point 12.
The moh_ sad entropy flow rasan downstream of the
ex_rsction point ,,re equed to the upstresxn rates lees the
rate of gu remowd.
5
®
P5 - P6 = MWa(1 + K_) n' _
2 #6 At_
Fig. 10. Symbology ud _uupie equ_ion for sudden
contraction process. The proems is iilustrotod for
sudden croe8 cectionid flow _ concrnction from point
5 to point 6 on Fig. 2. The formuia_ien of K_ is
specific to the sudden controction flow procces ud
rosy he LpproxJma_md u propor'.mned to the rLtio of
downstream to up4trmun duct diameters. Ar1_vs
indicate the direction of miped pceitive flow.
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Fin. 11. Symbokq_ ud 8ample equation for flow
through 8_ orifice. The procure is illustrated for flow
through the orifice from point 11 to point 12 on Fig. 2.
The formuhLtion of K_ is specific to the orifice flow
. proce_ ud m&y be &pproximsur_KJ u n quadnutic
function of the duct to orifice diameter. Arrows
, indicate the direction of usigned positive flow.
I
Gas _ -- We account for the addition of
• tmoephoric gases. This proem8 is iUustr•uKi in Fip. 3
_.nd 4. In th&t cue. the gases which 8_e added to mohur
s_orN_e orisinnto from nnother system component (the
plant canopy). A molar flow rs_e of additioned Sum (n17)
from _n exteroed source is indic_tod sz point 13. Molar
•nd enorlD' influx rates from the externed sources a_e
modeled in • fuhion similar to thax shown in Fip. 3 _nd
4, rcepectiveiy.
Blower- We account for thermed, mechaaiced and fluid
proceua usoci&ted with the blower. "/'he procm
involved with the blower axe illustr•ted in Fin. 14. Theme
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procesmm occur between points 15, 37 and 16. Motor
torque is uv-,iaJ)le u z control input. A mechLnicad
energy stor_e (due to the rotationa3 inertia of the motor
Lnd impeller) occurs at point 37. Mechuic_ power is
added to the system by the pump motor. Pump et'ficiency
is accounted for in the mechtalic0J to fluid power
conversion process equation. An isentroptc compresmon
process ts modeled in the blower.
6
d
R T 9
K_ (__9) MW n, 2P9 - P10 ---
Fig, 12. Symbology and sLmple equation for flow
through a porous medi&. The process is illustrated for
flow through the porous filter from point 9 to pant 10
on Fig. 2. The formulation of K, is specific to the
porous flow process. Arrows indicate the directmn of
uligned positive flow.
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n s _ n? - nlO
fie" = I_T" - i:Im"
Fig. 13. Symbolo_7 and sample equ&tmns for gu
removLJ. The process is illustrated for gu remov_ at
point 12 on Fig. 2. Arrows indicate the direction of
uligned positive flow.
_- The three heat exchangers (dehumid-
ifying, cooling, and heating) ere represented by z generic
counterflow model. The procesm involved in the heat
exchanger model are illustrated in Fig. 15 for the
dehumidifier between points 10 end 21 and 18. The
procesm in the working fluid, wheee dynlunia 8_e
sepLrately controlled, occur between pcxn_ 38 and 39.
The Iogta_thm mmm temperature difference method is
used. Since condensaUe is removed in the dehumidifier, a
flow path (18) is shown for mcdu ud enth&ipy flow. The
condensate flow path will not eppeaJr for the other two
hcut exchuger systems. For the dehumldifmr the moJLr
flow rules for water vapor and other atmospheric
component guee Lre considered teF_rateiy. Thi_ proee_
is not required for the other he, Ll exchuKer systems.
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rss _37 ./2_-'_Kl_KlT _'_15= _, [( ),-"_7"-_ ll ate
I_37 = r, - rag
r_s = (P16 ° - PIS" ) K,
Fig. 14. SymboloID" and sample equations for the
blower. The processes occur between points 15. 37
sdsd 16 on Fig. 2. K, is the pump pressure reaction
coefficient. Arrows indicate the direction of reigned
po_tive flow.
_- '_Ve account for moiecullur diffusion
of |ues between the canopy Lqd the chamber mr. Fig. 16
iilustrat4e diffusion of water vapor between points I and 2
(the subatomar.&/ cavity). The diffusion resmumce
represents the sum of boundary layer und stomatoJ
reehsULnee. Boundary |ayer resmtance venous with wind
speed [46]. The stomataJ resistance is different for the
different mo|ecuJes in the atmoepbere {47] and varies u a
function of canopy temperature, ambient relsZive
humidity, canopy carbon dioxide concentretion, and
canopy water potentiaJ (48). Stomat_d and boundary layer
resistLnces are defined u over_dl canopy level resistances.
The molar flow rate (n2) is proporttona3 to the difference
between specific humidity at point 2 ud at point 1.
We account for resistance to diffusion through the
mesophyll ceils for gua and. for carbon dioxide, the
resistance aJmocsated with the car0oxyiat_on reswtmn {47,
1_1
49. 50]. The process it illustrated in Fi s. 17 for carbon
dioxide. The nmi_ flow rise (ns0) is proportional to the
difference between carbon dioxide coneentrLtioa st point 2
sad poin, 4e.
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Filg. 1S. SymboloKy ud sampJe equ_ion, for tbe
he_t exchanger. The peocemma a_e illustrated for the
he.st exchamger between point 19 stud 21 on Fig. 2.
Arrows indicate the direction of mmiKaed positive flow.
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% " MW.,., (r," + r_)
Fig. 16. Symbotogy sad sample equation for molecu-
|st diffusion of sues between the piaat canopy sad the
chamber sir. The process is iilustrs._t*d (or w&ter
vapor diffusion between point ) and point 2 on Fig. 2.
Arrows indicsae the dir_tion of tarnished positive flow.
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F'_. 17. Symboiozy Lnd sample equ_ion for diffusLon
through the meJophyil end reshst4Lnce Naloc_t_l with
the csrboxyi&tlon fusion. The process is fliustnt_ed
for cLrbon dioxide between po_t 2 lad point 46.
Arrows indicate the direction of mig0ed poeitive flow.
Water Trans_rt -- We acaoant for water trammport
through the plaint from the point deSilpsLted u *a internal
water pool (murce) to wtter v&por in the sutmtom_
ctvity. The proems is illuJtntued in Fig. 18. The molar
flow ram (a_m) i_ proportionaJ to the wa_er potmstiad
diffel_nce between point_ 2 aad 44.
38
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Fig. 18. SymboiofD' and stmpie equ&tion for w&ter
tramsport through the plut. The process is iilustr&ted
for tramsport from point 44 to point 2. Arrows
hsdic_te the direction of a_isned poeitjve flow.
Convective l4_t T_nsf_r- We atccmlnt for convective
hat transfer betw_ma surfsc_ in the chamber ud the
chamber 8it. Fig. 19 lllustr&tes convective hut transfer
between the phust caaopy and the upper chamber "_r.
The convective heat transfer r&te ((_2) is proportionsi to
tbe temper&cure difference between point l ud point 2.
A 8imiisr proee_ occurs between points I ud 4i tnd
points 5 and TL
14e_t Transfer- We account for rluti&tive hea.t
crams_er between satiates in the chamber. Fig. 20
Hlustrttu rsuii&tive he_t transfer between the p|amt
camopy and the upper oh&tuber wadht. The radiative h_t
10_2
transferrate(Q40) is proportioosi to the difference
between the fourth power of tempest•aura st point 2 and
the fourth power of tempernture nt point 4i.
2
(_s = I_, Ac (T 2 - T1)
Fig. 19. Symbolo(D" and sample equ-tion for convect.
ave heat transfer. The procem is illustrated for
convective heat transfer between the plant cuopy,
point 2, and the upper chaunt)mr sir, point 1. Arrows
indicate the direction of assigned pomtive flow.
4OQ Q
C--------
(_4o = K4.2 o(T 4" - T24 )
Fig. 20; Symboiogy and sample equation for radiative
heat transfer. The process is illustrated for radiative
heat transfer between the plant cadsopy, point 2, and
the upper chamber surfaces, p_nt 4. Arrows indicate
the directsonof neighed Ooeitiveflow.
Absorntion of PAR -- We account for &b0orption of photo-
synthetically active radiation (PAR) by the plot canopy.
Fig. 21 illustrates absorption by the phtat canopy (point
2) of PAR from the visible light energy &t point 45.
Bound Enertw- We account for PAR. energy absorbed
but not used in photmyothesis, energy present in chemscad
bonds _, z rceuit of photoeynthceis and the energy
relearned u • result of respiration. The energy lumociated
with the inorganic materials st point 2 are related to the
energy uaoaated with the organic maZeri -t- at point 46
through the photosynthetic and respiration procemms.
Some of the PAR absorbed is not used for photoeynthceis
and becomes pan of the energy storage st point 2. The
energy reieued u • function of photoresptration and
msintensmce respiration becomes p_rt of the energy
storage at point 2. Canopy data for whet• in • CELSS
cats be found in [13]. The process for green photosynthesis
(without photoresptr&tion) isillustrated in Fig. 22.
41
f4t = 6 A=, 1_, 145
Fig. 21. Symboiogy and laJrnple equation for absorp-
tion rate of photmyntbeticadly active radiation (PAR).
Effective clmopy am is used since sil |eavm awe not
equ-ily illuminated. Avern41e energy content of photo-
synthetic photons from [13, 42. 51]. Incident PAR
above the canopy inciudce PAR emitted from all
sources u well u direct Lad indirect murce0 and
,w.attered PAR [44). Arrows indicate the direction of
a-,reigned pore•ire flow.
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do fll
f3s : _ + 6 K, 145
Bo : BI exp(-_T=/T2)
Fig. 22. Symboiogy sod sample equLtion8 for rate of
tnmaform•tmo of energy to/from orguic chemical
bonds. The process is illustrated for photoeynthceis.
Avera(e energy content of photmyntbeti¢ photons
from [13, 42. 51]. Incident PAR •bows the cnaopy
inctudes PAR. emitted from all murc_ u well u direct
and indirect soureu and scLttered PAR [44J.
Maximum rate and hadf saturation constants are
functions of carbon dioxide concentration [44]. Arrows
indicate the direction of reigned positive flow.
Modulated Sources -- We account for modulated sources.
Sources •re devices which •re cap•bie of delivering enerlD.
to • system from a Joe,•ion extern -t to it. Sources ore
considered to deliver a variable to the system in •
prescribed manner. A dependent source is one in which
that source vannble is a function of another independent
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vam_e. The second indepeud, mt va_'htJ_e_ termed the
moduh_n I va_b_bie [38]. No eueqD' is drawn from the
port of the moduJaMns vsfiable. A modu1_cl source is
iUnstre_d in Fit. ?_3.An eas/udpy flow rate, /_, occurs
betwsen point ! sad 2. The enthLlpy flow rste is u
function of the modulMin| vusinbJm n2, the mobs" flow
rate in psth 2, sad h:, the epocff'sc nutludpy at point 2.
©
®
©
©
j_je u U2 ]_
F'q. 23. SymbokqD uid t_mpie equstJou for • modu-
hUmd coarse. The pco_m b muu_xed for • modu-
inked enthidpy fkJw rue anum between points I sad
2. The en_dpy flow ruts in p_h 2 is s flow course
which depend8 upon moh_ flow ru_ in path 2 ud the
specific enthslpy at pesos 2. Arrows indicate the
direct_n of usisned pco/tive Gow.
s'rKucTUR.AL KELATIONSHIPS - The symbob
for eagh of the proem•ore which wmNe d_ |n the
previous section a_ used in the formubLtion of the
modefing diagram for the system. The rendering dis4grsm
describes the msauer in which those processes which were
prmdousty described inte_cL. Whenms the same process
m_y occur st muy points 1rod b Kemmc to muy physmd
sysutma, the structure of the mode_l_ dia4grum represents
• pn_ss8 intoructJoa which is unique to the system being
mutinied. When the proenss By•bob ate linked st the
&ppropriMe structured po/uts, two madeUug dis•rums ate
produced: one which reptnmente the mo_ component and
sue which t_,prusenuJthe mJml_ compoust of the system,
The _ compoueat mode_| diqF, un is shown in
Fig. 24. The consimuiSy princip_ is used to write the
equstioas st en£h point, i.e. the sum of the •slur flow
ruts• into • point is equsJ to the sum of the molar flow
rates oat of • point. F.,xampJse ate:
At point 3,5,
n 3 ,'1"n31 -4- n32 =_ u I
At point 3,
and
At point _,,
UI :m U I
n I +n 2sun 3+hCn t.
The energy compoennt modeling diqrem is shown in
Fig. 2,5. The energy conservstion principle is used to write
the equst/ous &t each point, i.e. the sum of the energy
flows into • point is eqmd to the sum of the energy fl_vs
ouL of • I_nt. Exempkm 8_e:
At point 3S,
.+ a_x + _, = a?
At point 3,
_ = H_
&ud
At point 1:
H_ + _ + _= + _4 - _ v_ -- H_+ _c._.
Sines we usume th•t there is no hess transfer, us
energy storage, and no work done in the ducts, ibm is no
chugs in nnthsdpy throush flow psths 5, _, and T.
ConsequnnUy. enth_py flow ru_e between point8 6 and 12
is dmipsted u 1_1_. Simihu'iy flow psth 1, flow paths 16
and 12, psth 23, and psths 2.5 ud 31 reprment cousUmt
enthJdpy pco_nsse.
CONTKOL INPUTS- The vuinbb8 which 8_e in-
dependent of the system and 8se zvlui_e to be _rbitruriiy
determined us • function of time or us • function of the
sysunn v_ •re dea/psted control vzriabins." They
• re chamber iightinl, chamber wa/I temperatures, vslve
orifice flow sruus, llu/low ru_ out, gu flow rste8 in, and
blower motor torque.
D[STUR.BANCES - Disturbances may t_te the form
of vstisb]es which _re independent of the system interuad
vazia_lse but m•y us• he srbigre_y determined (such se
chamber volume ch_nses due to Save port use) or chang•
in sysu_n parumeusre due to a4png, etc.
SYSTEM EQUATIONS - The constitutive re_st_on.
ships (pt_:msse) and structurti equstions form the set of
8Jgebr_ic and dynsmic primitive equstions which t_echer
describe the flaked thetm_d and fluid dynamic behavior of
the pJ_st growth chamber sad the stmoepheric coutru|
system of the Crop Growth _ Chamber. Preseures
sad tempersturus c_n he rein_J to the potenti_ st etu:h
point on the moi_r compouent sad enerl_ component
d_r_ms, rsepe_iv_y. The moh_r ud enerlw flow and
storage pronsss reprmentstions shown in the proceeding
am symboUc in th_ in the actusi reptusentox_on
8m.couutinl for mohtt flow and storage by |_ is
necessary. The equst_ons can he written in terms of the
psrtisd preuurse of each •tmospheric component, total
prsesurm, mum or mo_ flow rates (hence veJa_tise.
truuspirutinn rites, etc.), u_r temper•turns, plant c_nopy
temperature, etc.
The equ_ms, in su_e vs_.i_bleform, cu be usecl to
ana]3_e s_unn props•us such as: (I) _ of
equilibrium paints, (2) st4daJllty.st equilibrium points, (3)
st_biJity robustom st sud_e equUibrium pat_, (4)
con_roUsbUJty, ud (6) obeervabUJty. The s_e v_rhd_e
form of the equstions, form•tied to inedude systom
uucortaintiss ud distusbsnces, c8_ be used to seek robust
coasts4 _dgorithms. If u_dysb of the system mode/
indicstm thst the propert_J of the system are
uusstisf_u:tory such thst robustness cannot be achieved or
can only he achieved st unscceptobhs cnst of come other
performuce measure, • propcoed alters•ion to the system
structure may be required. The model of • prop0eed
reconfigurut/on cam developed by reformuinting the
structurui rel•tionships of the procas models to conform
to structure implied by the _dtered configurstmn.
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Fig. 24. Mo|ar component of the modeling dis_rsm of the Pint Growth Chamber snd atmeephenc
control system of the Crop Growth Research Chamber. Points Lnd flow psth8 correspond to those
iudiczued on Fig. 2. Modelins symbols zre defined in Figs. 3 throuilh 23.
Addition_ process models can be added if required by the
aJtered confll;urstion.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We hsve prmeoted s symboiolD' for n orzuksed
spproar.h to the derivstmn of the equ_sous which descNbe
the dynsmic behavmr of • pint groprth chamber with
closure. We hsve illustrated the Jinkslps between the
model of the physical system component, nd the model of
the biologics/ component. As previously noted, several
usumptions were made to reduce the compkucity of the
system for the purll_le of demonstrstinl| the modern K
procedure. Additions2 processes, such u those affecting
crop shoot-root interactions, would be added in order to
model the behsvtor of the system in response to root zone
environment disturbnces nd control inputs. Processes
which affect longer term phenomens_ such u biomees
production, would be added to model system behsvlor
over s I|rowth cyele.
It is chsrnctenstic of the system control problem to
employ simpilt'_d models for the purpose of controikmr
syetho'is. These models typicslly (s) employ fuuctiomdly
mm simple (linear. usosUy) represent,Uoas of pmmm
bchtwior ud (b) do not demmbe ,dl stzb_ dyumia.
H;,,toricaJly, this strsuqD' hu been rem_ksbly suceeesful
because imptemente.tion of feedback control can render s
system robust to s vtmety of perturbatmu. Compul_r
simul&tions, bum/ on more comprehensive ud nmufly
complete models which st lent include the meet
signi_cant nonlinearities, are meet useful to demonstrs_e
controiJed system performuce. $imui&tions snd the
newly emertnn K perspectives of robust control are crucis_
for the purpose of amurinK performuce.
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F_. ?.5. En¢_1_ component of the modelin$ diqraJn of the Pint Growth Cb_msber Lnd Atmospheric
control system of the Crop Growth Rameau'ch Chamber. Poi=tJ ud flow pazhs correspond to tbo_e
indicated on FiK. 2. Modeling symbols sre defined in Figs. 3 through 23.
NOMENCLATURE
A#
Ao
A_
Al
A.
As,
_Jr
_Pd
cuopy inn, (m _)
effective cross mc_ional a_es of the ductwork (m 2)
dmct crol m_'giooa/are8 in flow path i (m=)
sums of surfm i (m _)
hm_ truer _Nm (m 2)
total effective csaopy a_es for short wsve
&bmrption (m-:)
dr), adr
mole fraction of ca*bon dioxide tt point j
mo_r ,pocific hut in p&th i (Joules tool -t K -t)
csrbon dioxide
D duct diameter (m)
I_i rsXe of energ7 accumul_ion Lt point i (ws_)
Fij rodis_ve 8htLpe factor betwmtn -urfaem i ud j
f friction factor
fn photmynthetic ra_e (wLtt8)
f4t PAK tbeorption rate (watts)
1_1_e total enthsdpy flow r&te in p4_th i (watts)
he caaopy convective heat trams(er coefllcient
(w_u m -2 K -s)
hj specific enthldpy Lt point j (Joules mol -s)
h_o wmr - liquid or vapor (in context)
_0e6
l
[45
KA,
Kp
K,ij
L
MWs,,.l
MW d
nl
n_
o_
P1_'1
Pi
Pj"
PPF
Q,
qj
R
r6 w
moment of inertsa of motor Imd impelter (k 8 m:)
incident PAR above cuopy (pmol m -2 sec -t)
effective area for diffusion in the ¢ataopy (m=)
average energy content of photosynthetic photons
(J _mol-s)
pump prmure reaction coefficient
radiative heat transier coefficient (m -])
K,_,j = K i J (Fij, ft. ,j, A i, A])
effective duct length (m)
molecular weight of dry air in chamber (g tool -t)
molecular weight of air in the ductwork (K too| -l)
mobu" flow rate in path i (moles sec -i)
nitrogen
oxygen
work done by the system (watte_
pressure nt point j (Pa)
total pr_ure at point j (Pa)
pbotolyntbetic photon flux (pmol m -J se¢ -i)
best trusfer rate in path i (watts)
humidity ratio at po4nt j
universai gu constut (Joules mol "s K "l)
intern" fluid resistance (n m sec "s)
water vapor boundary layer resmtuce (sec m -s)
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ABSTRACT
[n support of development of bioregeaerttave life support
systems for spl_e hlLbit&ts. • chlumber for conducttnll re-
tmurch on the biophymr,_ rsepoaas of crop plain in con-
trolled earle•eat8 is being designed by the Nutiould
Aeronautic• and Space Administratm•. The impreculmn
of mttbem&tlr,_ deacnptmns of the bah&star of biolo_,--h
systems led to the development of n moses which _ De
used to derive • strategy for control of the chlmtber envi-
ronment which is robust to the system •ooertluatiee. The
modeling •pproLch ud observatmns o( the ch•fIctertstlca
of the model a_e desenbed.
INTRODUCTION
I_-'generstive life support systems am judged to be m-
tild to succeas of mizetoa s_ coatempl&ted by the
Omce of Explorstlo• of the National Aetoatattc8 sad
Space Administratmn (NASA). A higher degr_ of
msterisJ closes than th&t prodded by phymochemicsd life
support technoioty i8 considered necmasxy for rome
see•arms. (I] A mmml of providing Ire•tar clmure Is
through use of • bim_l_merative life supF_rt system, i.e.
one in which the prtxJuctiou of food, the replenishmeut of
oxygen tad removal of c&rboa dioxide from the
atmosphere and the productmn of fresh water is prowded
by higher pl_at* ••d/or #dgu in toni•action with
phymochemicaJ systems.
To conduct exponments on the biopbysie_ rsepoam of
higher piuts from seed to mLturLttoa an c|omMt environ-
meats. • crop growth re_qurch chmber (CGRC) [2] is
being developed &t the NASA Ames P,_m&reh Center
under the Controlled EcoloKic_ Life Support System
(CELSS) program. [3) Stringent contro/ of -I1 enwroa-
meaUd v•n_bles te.g. lighting, temperature, sam•spheric
oxygen, cLrbon dioxide concentratmas, humidity and
preasare, nutrient solution temperature, ma imd dissolved
oxygen concentrations and premu_) which &fleet the
production of biomam, oxygen, •nd truspir_l w•ter
v•por, •nd the consumption of c_boa dioxide, liquid
w•ter, gad nutrteltts by the phult* wiU be reqmmd.
Knowledge of the •utecotoKy of crop plus popuiatmse
derived from CGRC res4mzea will posit utilizatme of the
CELSS plant growth •nit u • multiple input*multiple
output life support system compmment wheze fuuctm• ud
performLnce c_n be v•r_ed as required through •pplAr.Atma
of &ppropn&te control strate_es.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The CGRC differs from other plut growth ch•mbers
(references in [4]) in size, degree of mitered ciesure.
perform•ace requirements. &rid number of coat•lied
envlronmentaJ vsri•bles (Tzble 1). Unoertxiatta in the
CGRC system ire most manifest in the livinlg component.
The inherent vtrmbiiity of biolo_icLi systems muse the
tuk of precise m•them•tar.Lt descnptma of their beh•vlor
difficult. The bounds set on the ft, quared perfomlmee of
the system, coupled with the nnee_csiotise •rising from the
impreculma in kuowledl;e of fuaction_ forms tad
pummetem dmeribing phtat biophysical eca_, have led
us to mmk • strwm_y for control of the chamber
enviroamemt wbieh is mtmt to the system uaoertoimtmm
using Lysp•nov theory based me•bode (fi]. In this poper
we describe the developmeat of t modetiag structure
colm;,mtent with the derivlLmom o( such con•tulles.
MODELING APPROACH
The model includes the linkNgse between the physical
system compose•re "nd the biak_ieaJ components.
TentLtive phylicaJ component aim we_ bi upon
lighting, preas•ro, pblme ud temperature rum constraints
and the propaecd phyicsi configuratma of the chamber
(Fig. 1). Am•musK that •be chamber con•Lined • fu Im
cLm)py of • neirly m-turo crop of wheat (Yecm_ Rojo)
uad_ fuUy lighted ommdisloau, emmati_ly aJl the pba_m-
systbetie_ly active radilmt energy from the light* wu
colsidm_'_l _eorbed by •be plute. A I_ fraction (S/6)
wu mused tanrer•eel into sen•ibis beat, r_sing the ca.
notpy tempemtoro slightly shove that of the nomiR#d
ambient chamber sir, the remmader used in evapor•_ng
wmmr iatera#d to the plant canopy sad subeoqueutiy
trmmplred. The frectios a4" eaerKy fixed in photoeyntbems
or _de_ted in metes wu co•sidereal sufficiently *mldl
to nelgl_t in the enmlKy bs_ace for short tern dynast•.
The plant clmopy wu sodded as t*mperature and v•por
•nd gas exchange disturb•acre. A deKnptma of the
phyeiead system and the re•delia K system used to derive
the constitutive and strmcturaJ relationships describing the
p_ occumng in the shoot zone of the plant growth
chamber is developed in (4].
The primitive system eqaaXioa8 for the nominsi model (i.e.
without uncertmntmm)
A ti_ =A_q + Am• + A, • + A s d
8tG+8_q+8_+ 84#=0 (;)
weft derived by linen•zing the pro_ equatmns Idiot _m
equmGbrium pcxnt csicuiwmd by setting conditions in the
chamber st vsiuas within the required operating env_iopo.
The nominal finea_ tame iava_nlmt stets ratable form
i m Fx+Gu+Ed
y=Cx+Ou+N*l (2)
was derived from (1) _du:ording to [6]. The 19 a•turaJ
vluri•bie system st&te8 consult of the moilur coml:meitions
tad temper•tom of the Wr in the upper •nd lower
sections o( the chamber and in the ducts, blower motor
speed, moi_ flow r•te in the duct* •nd upper chmmber
volume. The II control van•bass •re deKribed in terms of
v_Jve Ioas coefficients, blower motor eoutl_ torque, ud
gas injects• •ad extracts• r•teL The S disturb•ca
v•n•bk_ are pl&ot canopy temper•sure and gas exch•age
r&U_. chlmber wldl temperatures, gu injects•
temperat•re ted chlm'.ber volume changes due to glove
port utih_ttion.
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PRECEDING ,_q_24_.BLAI'_K NOT F!LMED
OBSERVATIONS
Some iaitbd obeerv_tiou of the properties of the nomin "j
fineor mode/ udevnl to coet_ deJq_ are di_umed
below.
L Utilis_tioa of the SVD in MATLAB iadicm_ed thht, for
tht memt0Jrio modedad, B I is pooriy coedit_oned. The
v_Bem of 8o_e eqpmv,du_ of F m quite mmmtive to the
mahod uood for mu_ iavmwoa in the equod;ion
reduction pa_0edu_. Equ_ioo reduction from primitive
to eU_t4 v_hLbJe form wu performed uins MATLAB.
b. Of the 19 _v_Jum, 3 _re positive am J, 6 m_e nqLtive
re_, one is _, the others m compisx with nq_tive
p_rts. AJ] pm_m exmp8 one have dampie| r_me (_)
8nmu_ the 0.7.
c. The r)smnm w_ tumaformed to mod_l fotln.
Examin_k_ of the retJ Jordn m_rix in_.ree Jqmm_d
th_ m_¢ modes m prim--uriiy influmemd by ratiom_
groupe of n_turLI _. For _pde, the moor
quLatity of wlAm, vapor' thismstbottt the system (i.e. in the
upper ehambt_0 Jow_ chamber, nd in the ducts)
predommeafly Jar)nonce the mat umSsb_e mode nd oae
comics mode;, cJulbe_ v_ume pmxkwninmatiy inflame
the eeumd mast u_ mode sad a eecond complex
mode; mob_ qmmt_y of csrbmt dioxide thai;bout the
system pJ_4xums_ntJy ieflmm the isut unst4b/e mode
_sd a third coml_ax mode, The mq_tude0 of the the
coat I_X mod_ difkr by ism time 1%.
d. Aft mode other tl, m that um_ia_d with chamber
vo;ume m onetroflab_ All mode a_e vuJaendde to the
dhn.u rbedl_.
e. PImmu_t of the hu_mt su_b_ _onv_ne (ctomi_atod
by 0ywtom oxyp8 eo_ant_tio_) from the opms loop v._ue
of -0.267E-6 to --l.0 w_ neutered by linnet feedb_k of
onJy the ethto vl repreIatin| _ nd system
volume u_tbout _ mo_ them the fifth eil_t
fil_ure of my of the otb_ e_anwdum.
CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT
A p_.,meutemd lion_ model b beiag developed to
• conmmodsto pa_n_d vum_on# in preql_osed CGKC
de_ co_flgut_m. Bounds on the vadum for the
uueert_intis8 _oncie_ed with the cap d_nmmic_ will be
TABLE 1. Opera_ag rule ud _or require-
meats _r the _tmapberic vm_iad_e8 in the shoot sone
of the phmt Ipo_th chamber of the NASA CELSS
Cap Growth P,mm_b Chamber.
Air temper_uns 5-40" C d: 2" C
R_dative humidity 36-00% d: 2%"
Cubon dion_t 25-50000 ppm =_ S;"
Oxygen 5-26% :t: S%"
Nitnqea 7_-_% -_- S_"
(];_Ke p_ure 47 mm BK d: S mm HI[
Air velocity 0.1-1 m sec-1 _" .1 m mec"t
Photoeyntbetic 0-3000 #mo_ m -_ _'_
photon flux ± 10 _molee m "_ m"t
Surf_-_ temperatures Air temperature + 2" C
* toiereaor u % of get point vuJue
obtained from CELSS crop ph)liolopts, buds on the
v_duw for the un_ert_intim u0oa,_ted witb the pbysica_
sy_m_m will he ob_imed from t_ NASA Am_ R,emaurcb
Center CGJLC eaaineerm g _m, C_mputer mimuh_bons of
the Ronlimmr syutem equ_;io_s _ being dev_oped. The
simu|&tion8 will be u0ed to conduct 8cen_no itudkm to
ev_uate syetem performeace with venous cudidute
control 0tr,_pm.
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APPENDIX A.3:
THE LINEAR STATE VARIABLE REPRESENTATION COEFFICIENT
MATRICES
A3.1
APL =
1.0D+05 •
Columns 1 thru 4
-0.002424541202636
0.000007428647359
0.000002400532336
0.000000012012662
0.000000158817643
0.000000886999249
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.000007473646694
-0.000002399467664
-0.000000012002662
-0.000000161035711
-0.000071705926065
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
-0.015584615000000
-0.104155231885820
-0.033657271994475
-0.000168286354972
°0.002270129825046
°0.047268854535376
0.104155231885820
0.033657271994475
0.000168286354972
0.002270129825046
-0.139011870881306
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
Columns 9 thru 12
0.000000000000000
0.306365761428881
0.099000649983750
0.000495003249919
0.006641293603077
0.139026042751107
-0.306338921428881
-0.098991976983750
-0.000531103249919
-0.015584615000000
-0.I04167521885820
-0.033657271994475
-0.000168286354972
-0.002257842025046
-0.047268854535376
0.104167521885820
0.033657271994475
0.000168286354972
0.002257842025046
-0.139011870881306
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.004425979500000
-0.029582335980663
-0.009559392265193
-0.000047796961326
-0.000641275897790
-0.013465337587892
0.029582335980663
0.009559392265193
0.000047796961326
0.000641275897790
-0.039428269392866
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.306365761428881
0.099000649983750
0.000495003249919
0.006641293603077
0.139026042751107
-0.306338921428881
-0.098991956983750
-0.000494960009919
-0.015584615000000
-0.I04155231885820
-0.033669561994475
-0.000168286354972
-0.002257842025046
-0.047268854535376
0.104155231885820
0.033669561994475
0.000168286354972
0.002257842025046
-0.139011870881306
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.306365761428881
0.099000649983750
0.000495003249919
0.006641293603077
0.139026042751107
-0.306375061428881
-0.098991976983750
-0.000494960009919
-0.006640711803077
0.408858443768547
0.045837102941176
0.000009300000000
-0.000008673000000
-0.000000043360000
-0.000000581800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.029593147410898
0.009562885927852
0.000047814429639
0.000641510264327
0.013429105647768
-0.029593147410898
-0.009562885927852
-0.000047814429639
-0.015584615000000
-0.104155231885820
-0.033657271994475
-0.000180581104972
-0.002257842025046
-0.047268854535376
0.104155231885820
0.033657271994475
0.000180581104972
0.002257842025046
-0.139011870881306
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.306365761428881
0.099000649983750
0.000495003249919
0.006641293603077
0.139026042751107
-0.306338921428881
-0.099028119983750
-0.000494960009919
-0.006640711803077
0.408858443768547
0.045837102941176
-0.000026800000000
0.000027470000000
-0.000000043360000
-0.000000581800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.000007427000000
-0.000002400000000
-0.000000012000000
A3.2
APL(continued)
-0.006640711803077
0.408858443768547
0.045837102941176
-0.000026840000000
-0.000008673000000
0.000036100000000
-0.000000581800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
Columns 13 thru 16
0.031773295283869
0.000006330000000
-0.000005901000000
-0.000000029530000
-0.000000395800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.031773295283869
-0.000006220000000
0.000005901000000
0.000000029510000
0.000000395800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
Columns 17 thru 19
0.004429819765695
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000012636792617
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.004429819765695
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.000024575432811
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.006676853603077
0.408858443768547
0.045837102941176
-0.000026840000000
-0.000008673000000
-0.000000043360000
0.000035560000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.031773295283869
-0.000018260000000
0.000018690000000
-0.000000029530000
-0.000000395800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.031773295283869
0.000018370000000
-0.000018690000000
0.000000029510000
0.000000395800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000519274000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000822452196
-0.000001580805758
0.000000000000000
-0.000641510264327
0.039441678349110
0.004427597058824
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000024575432811
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.031773295283869
-0.000018260000000
-0.000005901000000
0.000024560000000
-0.000000395800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.031773295283869
0.000018370000000
0.000005901000000
-0.000024550000000
0.000000395800000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.648836700000000
4.336690953038673
1.401381215469613
0.007006906077348
0.094009323204420
1.967951572080137
-4.336690953038673
-1.401381215469613
-0.007006906077348
-0.094009323204420
5.787502839399791
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.000000161000000
-0.000009894665308
-0.000489255870000
0.000007427000000
0.000002400000000
0.000000012000000
0.000000161000000
0.000071561445609
-0.000003084020638
0.000000000000000
0.031773295283869
-0.000018260000000
-0.000005901000000
-0.000000029530000
0.000025090000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
-0.031773295283869
0.000018370000000
0.000005901000000
0.000000029510000
-0.000024180000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000
A3.3
BPL =
1.0D+04 •
Columns 1 thru 4
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 -0.000074270000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 -0.000024000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 -0.000000120000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 -0.000001610000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 -0.000098946653075 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
-1.339113000000000 -0.004591610000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000074270000000 0.000000000000000 0.000100000000000
0.000000000000000 -0.000076000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000120000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000001610000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000?17889530091
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000017250000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.105145008041067
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000850426248
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000274811229
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000001374056
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.000001126611533
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.000027245020290
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.000000850082734
0.000100000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000274811229
0.000000000000000 0.000100000000000 0.000000000000000 -0.000000001374056
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000100000000000 -0.000000018435253
0.000725474031327 0.000911788953009 0.000830173124485 -0.000008208843239
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 0 thru 11
-0.000011567184703 -0.533985494195872 -0.024352741122039
-0.000000004442601 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
-0.000000001435605 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
-0.000000000007178 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000005885384 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000142327155 0.001232788811738 -0.000138158814227
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
A3.4
BPL(continued)
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000004440806 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
-0.000000001435605 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000007178 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000096305 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000042882747 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
CPL =
Columns 1 thru 4
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
-I.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 -1.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 1.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
-0.374812247255921 -0.428076256499133 -0.428711727325246 2.357019064124783
O.O0000000000000O 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
Columns 5 thru 8
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.034662045060659 -0.077007510109763 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.101936799184506 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000070873866447
A3.5
CPL(continued)
0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
0.000000000000000 1.000000000000000 0.000000000000000 0.000000000000000
A3.6
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